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TODAY:
High: 70s.
Low: 50s.
SATURDAY:
Chance of rain. High:
70s. Low: 50s.
SUNDAY: Partly sunny.
High: 70s Low: Mid-50s.
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Officials try to attract students back.to campus
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By Brandi Williams
News Editor

Last year 3,000 students were
living in the residential colleges. The number dropped to
2,600 this semester.
This decrease is affecting
some of the income to student

services, such as Housing and live off campus could also be a
One of the new programs
factor to explain the decline.
Food Services.
planned was to set up the wash"We started out with 100 perShe also said the Housing ing machines so they could take
cent occupancy, but after the office is looking into finding declining balance. This would
fire the numbers started going those students who have falsi- be an $800 to $1,000 expendidown," Housing Director Paula fied their information. If those ture that will have to wait.
Housing has a task force that
Hulick said.
students are found, they will be
Hulick said the Sept. 1998 charged with the price of a will provide information to Vice
fire at Hester College, which room, which is $875 per semes- President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson about finding
killed one student and dis- ter.
Hulick said the decline limits incentives to keep juniors and
placed approximately 200 students, increased the number of what the University can do to seniors on campus.
apartments in town for student provide for the basic needs of
"We are trying to attract stuhousing. Students falsifying the students and puts a hold on dents back and keep them on
their housing information to some new projects.
campus," Hulick said.

Local. station drops UPN
WDKA-TV 49
to become a WB
affiliate in April
By J ason Billin gsley
Sports Editor
Fans of WB Network programs received a nasty surprise
this week while watching their
favorite weeknight shows. This
is the last week for WB programming on WGN for nonChicago area viewers.
WGN stopped showing WB
programming after Wednesday
night's showings of "Dawson's
Creek" and one of the WB's new
series, "Roswell."
When the network signed on
in 1995, WGN was asked to
help fill in certain coverage '
areas where the network had
no affiliates, Bob Ramsey,
director of programming at
WGN, said.
"It was never intended to be a
forever thing," he said.
One reason the WB network
officials were upset was
because many fan~ on the west
~oast were tuning in to WGN to
watch the WB shows two hours
before they showed on the
growing number of western WB
affiliates.
WGN will fill the void by
showing movies, Ramsey said.
WDKA-TV 49, out of Paducah, was quick to announce on
April 1, 2000, WDKA will
become a full WB afiiliate. This
will not be the first time WB
shows have aired on ·the network, however.
"We have been a secondary
WB affiliate since September
1998." Alan Muster, program

coordinator

.

Chic}{en
roams free
on ground~
By Loree Stark
Staff Writer

for
said.
"We show the same
episodes of the most
popular WB shows
from the week, such
as 'Buffy the Vampire
Slayer ,'
'Da wson's
Creek,' 'Felicity' and other
shows on Sundays.
"The ratings have
gotten better as the
year
progressed,
probably
because
more people have discovered we broadcast
those shows on Sundays," Muster said.
"l'm surP. the
ratings will go
much higher
when
we
become a
full provider."
Photos courtesy of www.therock.com and www.buffy.rom
WDKA-TV has been a UPN base. '7 Days' had also done ing a class discussion about it,"
affiliate since the network was well for us on Wednesday Deanna Freeman, freshman
formed.
nights.
from Cadiz, said. "The good
"They have done well for us,"
thing
is at least you can still see
"The new WWF show, 'WWF
Muster said. "They were a Smackdown'
the
shows,
even if it is on Sunhas
quickly
great building block for us become the highest rated pro- days for a while. The WB netwhen we started. They are a gram for t he network and has work is my favorite station to
nice network with good pro- been a great addition to the net- watch, because I don't get any
gramming."
wor k," he said. "We would like other good stations because all
Although many of the pro- to still show some UPN pro- I have is basic cable."
grams on WB are very popular, gramming like we have done
Wrestling fans were disWDKA will suffer from the loss with the WB, but they probably turbed by the news "WWF
Smackdown" will no longer be
of UPN programming, • Muster won't let us do that."
said.
Many students were sur- on air after next April.
"Smackdown
is better
"We're disappointed to be los· prised and u pset by WGN's
than
'ViWF
Raw'
because
it feaing some of our higher rated announcement this week.
tures
more
of
the
younger
programs," he said. "Star Trek
"I was talking with people in
Voyager' has been our strongest my English class when I heard wrestling talent and it actually
program due to its large fan about it and we ended up havPLEASE SEE WB/17

WDKA-TV,

Food Services is also seeing a
change in its demand.
"Financially we are fine, but
we are feeding less students
than we have in years," Food
Services Director Bill Benriter
said.
Benriter said the meal plans
are the largest part of its budget
and the numbers are down
somewhat.
Said Benriter: "We are trying
to be a little more frugal but
still provide the services we normally provide."

Why did the chicken cross
the road? To get an education,
of course.
Or maybe it just liked the
looks of Murray State University President Kern Alexander's yard.
A wild chicken appeared in
the area between Sparks Hall
and Alexander's yard about
two months ago. Since this
time, many people have
reported alleged chicken
"sightings." Among other
things, the chicken has followed students, stared at students and been chased by students.
Shea Stonecipher, sophomore from Murray, works at .
Sparks Hall and said she
remembers one particular
run-in with the feathered
friend.
"We chased it into the president's yard and chased it
under his car," Stonecipher
said. "That's when I quit."
After attem'pting to catch
the chicken and failing, the
only thing Sparks' employees
can do is sit and wonder what
will become of the chicken.
Sarah Higdon, junior from
Fancy Farm, and her coworkers a~ Sparks Hall expressed
concern about the chicken'&
future.
"We are worried about the
safety of the chicken,'' Higdon
said.
Although the actual origin
of the chick~m is unknown,
Sue Anne Hutson, transcript
clerk at Sparks Hall, said she
PLEASE SEE CHICKEN/17

Local band bqasts of variety of musical styles
In our Online section
this. week, read about.
the aspirations of a MSU
student who wants to
become a professional
wrestler at www.thenews.org/online l.htm.
Also, be sure to enter
our "Question of the
Week" giveaway for your
chance to win a free one
month subscription of
HBO from Murray Cable
Comm at www.thenews.org/giveaway.htm.

..

band. He is joined by seniors
Kyle Reitz and John Atkinson.
Also part of the band are lead
guitarist and 1998 Murr ay
State graduate Jacob Harper,
from Cadiz, Ky, and drummer
Aaron Spraggs, who works in
By Kyle Shad oan
Clinton, Ky.
Staff Writer
Despite the short time the
band has been working togethHoosier Daddy lead singer er, members feel they are
John McDaniel said he has already close friends.
been singing since the age of
"Even though we've only been
five, but the band has been a together about six months, it
relatively new experience for feels like I've known these guys
him.
forever,"said McDaniel, the
"I've been playing country lead singer from Big Sandy,
music all my life and the other Tenn. "Sometimes we fight like
only difference with this band brothers, but that's just
is I have to scream a lot more because we expect the best out
and the girls arc a lot prettier," of each other."
McDaniel said.
Practice, however, helped
McDaniel, a senior from Big Hoosier Daddy solidify its
Sandy, Tenn., is one of three sound.
"The whole band was formed
Murray State students in the

•Band: Hoosier Daddy
formed a band before they
became.friends. Now they
play live at many locations in the area.

by just hearing about these different guys and trying different
people out," said Reitz, the
rhythm guitar player from
Steelville, Ill. "I don't think we
can get any better at the indi~
vidual level, only as a band."
The only a lbum t he band
recorded covers such songs as
"Bulls on Parade" by Rage
Against the Machine, "Last
Kiss" and "Yellow Ledbetter" by
Pearl Jam, "Brick House" by
The
Commodores,
"Ants
Marching" and "Crush" by the
Dave Matthew's Band, "The
Devil Went Down Georgia" by
The Charlie Daniels' Band and
"Nookie" by Limp Bizk.it.
"Our band plays a wide variety of music to appeal to everyone in the crowd," Reitz said.
Photo courtesy of Hoosier Daddy
"That's what you have to do to
keep bringing crowds in."
The local band Hoosier Daddy created its only CD .. Live at the Pike
PLEASE SEE B AND/17 Lodge ," this summe r.
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NewsBriq/~
Senator announces
insurance forum
Sen. Bob jackson, DMurray, encourages area
residents to attend a
series of meetings sponsored by the Department
of Insurance where people can find out about
their auto, health or
home insurance.
The program, "Insurance · I0 1," will be Thursday in the Curris Center
Small Ballroom.
The staff from the
Department of Insurance
will be on hand to review
individual policies with
participants.
The staff will cover auto
insurance from I to 2
p.m .• health insurance
from 2 to 3 p.m. and
home insurance from 3 to
4 p.m. A public forum discussing all aspects of
insurance coverage will be
7 to 9 p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public.

MSU receives final
pa rt of $250,00 gift
Union Planter s Bank in
Murray has presented a
$50,000 check to Univer~ity President Kern
Alexander.
·s .s the' final l'nstallThl 1
ment of a $250,000 gift,
which was established five
ears ago to support the

Y

University's endowment
for the Gollege of Busi'"' ~:. t
ness and Public Affairs: ':"""
Specificallv, the gift will
''
help the College increase
· scholarships, further faculty and student developf1ent and make changes
tO its curriculum.

Police will conduct
DUI checks
: Murray Police Department officers will conduct
DUI road checks today
•
and Saturday after dark.
The road checks will
take place on the highways entering Murray.
Capt. Bobby Holmes said
the checks could cause
!nterruptions.
Police want to encourage people to drink
responsibly and use designated drivers.
: A first-offense DUI conviction carries a fine
between $200 and $500
and/or between 48 hours
and 30 days in jail.
A second-offense DUI
conviction carries a fine
between $350 and $500
and/or between seven
days and six months in
jail.

.

iCor rection
, In last week's issue of
, 'The Murray State News.''
an article reported a
..freshman female was
assaulted in a dimly lit
area between Regents and
White colleges. Instead,
the location of the inci:qent was on the north
side of White College.

..

,!

~;iefs compiled by Kristin
Hill, assistant news editor.

Allergies last longer
than common colds

The Murray State News
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Straining to curl

•Health: Kentucky bluegrass is a
highly allergenic species of grass
and contributes to allergies in
this area.
By Ann Ca u trell
StaffWriter and

J osh Mitchell

Allergies can develop at any time.
However, most people suffer some
symptoms before age 20 and may find
In the spring, the enemy is pollen. symptoms are more severe in early
During the summer, it may be smog. childhood.
"Spring was bad for me, because of
In the fall, it may be ragweed or burning leaves and in winter, it could be the grass," Theresa King, freshman
from Louisville, said. "1 used to have to
house dust or animal dander.
All of these substances can wreak take shots for my allergies when I was
havoc on a person suffering from aller- younger."
gies.
Lyle said some students don't think
According to WebMD.com, the symp- they could have allergies because
toms of allergies are often very close to they've never had them before.
those of a common cold. Itchy eyes,
"If the student is from a different
stuffy or clogged nose, sore throat, part of the country, they may find they
coughing, sneezing and fatigue can have problems for the flrst time when
indicate both colds and aller~es.
they come to Kentucky," Lyle said.
The main distinguishing symptom is
Many things can be done for allergy
the length of time the - - - - - - - - - - - - symptoms. Lyle said
symptoms
persist, ' '
modifying your enviJudy Lyle, RN and
Allergy symptoms ronment is a good
health educator with
may drag on for
place to start.
Health Services, said.
Keeping your
"Students may be
three or four
windows closed and
generally tired, run
weeks at a time.'' installing air filters
can limit your expodown and have cold
symptoms, but the dif- JUDY LYLE, RN AND
sure to pollen. Also,
ference between allerHEALTH E DUCATOR WITH
regularly clean housegies and a cold is that
HEALTH S ERVICES
hold items, like cura cold lasts only one to
tains and rugs, or
two weeks," she said.
remove them if symp"Allergy symptoms may drag on for toms are severe, she said.
three or four weeks at a time."
People who smoke or who are
WebMD.com states many things exposed to second-hand smoke can
cause allergies. The symptoms can be also experience allergy symptoms. It is
seasonal and caused by trees, grasses best for them to limit or avoid smoke
and weeds.
exposure, Lyle said.
Year-round allergies are most often
"Students can minimize the severity
caused by dust mites, which thrive on of their symptoms simply by cleaning
humidity and human skin. Some peo· their living space more often," she
ple are also irritated by smog in the air said. "They also may want to get riii of
or substances burned outside.
any pets that they live with, to see if
Kentucky..::bJuegmsa,. a( highly 'Bller- they are the sou~e of pro~lems. How.. ,genic liOpecies of-grass, contributes to ever, a person suffering from pollen
the large amount of allergies suffered allergies may require medication."
in this area.
· Two main types of medications are
According to information from the available for allergies, according to
University of Kansas Microbiology WebMD.com.
website, once a person is exposed to
Oral decongestants, such as
these or other aUergens, several Sudafed, help to unclog nasal pas·
things happen internally.
sages. Antihistamines work to dry up
First, the allergens reach the nasal secretions.
mucous membranes of the nose, eyes
People suffering from multiple sUerand throat. Allergic antibodies pro- gy symptoms may want to try a combi·
duced by the allergic person then nation product with both antihistaattach to cells known as mast cells in mines and decongestants.
their mucous membranes. The mast
If possible, taking the medications
cells release histamine into the blood- before exposure to a known allergen
stream, which begins the actual aller- can greatly reduce the severity of
gy symptoms.
symptoms.
Contributing Writer

Ryan Brooks/ The News·

Donnie Sutton, senior from Hickman, strains to finish off a set of curls
during h is workout in the Carr Health weight room.

Trial set for local resident
accused of first-degree rape
•Rape: A Murray resident was Police Department said a charge of firstaccused of raping a 14-year-old girl degree rape means the situation involved
either fore~ or a person )css than ~~years
several times over the last few. old. I't also cov.ers a thr:eat of ae~
J.l!ars.
injury or actual ;injury.
•
He said second·degree rape involves a
By Reka Ashley

person over the age of 12 but less than the
age of 16 where force may be involved. If
Billy D. Woods, 21, of Riviera Courts in anyone under the age of 16 has sex with
Murray was charged with one count of an adult it is always considered non-co~
first-degree rape. a ClaF~s A felony, and sentual in Kentucky.
two counts of second-degree rape, a Class
"This was the first time the case was
C felony, on Tuesday according to the reported to us," Holmes said.
Murray Police Department.
He said he could not comment as to
Police charged Woods on a warrant for whether the accuser had previously
allegedly raping a 14·year~old · female sev- known the suspect.
eral times over the past two yeaJ:S.
"It's a very sensitive issue," Holmes
Woods appeared in court on Wednesday said. ''We're not going to release a great
for his arraignment. His trial is set for deal of information right now."
Oct. 15.
Woods' bond has been set at $25,000
Capt. Bobby Holmes of the Murray cash or $50,000 surety of property.

Staff Writer

Faculty approves administration evaluation.
•Senate: A resolution
passed by the Faculty Senate will encourage crosscommunication between
the administration and
academic departments.

Bill Schell: The
associate professor
of history said
costs associated
with fixed sites
leave less funding
for instructiOn.

By Shannon McFar lin
Staff Writer

ic levels of the University, the
Senate also passed a resolution
The Faculty Senate has
that asks the administration to
approved a mail ballot survey
consult affected academic units
designed to evaluate the perforr;egarding their most approprimance of University President
ate collegiate affiliation before
Kern Alexander.
the University's proposed reorThe results will be made pubganization plan is adopted.
lic and passed on to the Board
The action is in response to
of Regents.
last month's announced acade·
With little discussion, the
mic rpstructuring, in which the
Senate approved the developnumber of academic colleges
ment of an evaluation instruwill be reduced and reorgament Tuesday to assess the facnized.
ulty's confidence in the leaderThe resolution, presented by
ship of Alexander.
academic policies chair Janice
The resolution, which was
Morgan, also recommends
drafted by the Senate's execumajority approval of the memtive committee, Alexander said
bers of the affected departhas never undergone a campusments.
wide evaluation by the faculty
The Senate recommended any
with the purpose of releasing
such evaluation for public final restructuring plan be sub·
mitted for review and recomscrutiny.
The resolution further states mendation by the Senate's acathe Board should be apprised of demic council, as outlined in the
the faculty's level of confidence University's faculty handbook.
The Senate finance commitin Alexander.
In order to encourage future tee, chaired by Bill Schell, assocross-communication between ciate professor of history, was
the administrative and academ- asked earlier to report on pro-

posed tuition increases, potential reorganization budget real·
locations and postsecondary
regional education centers.
The Council on Postsecondary
Education <CPE> has required
universities to generate 33 percent of their "public funds support," which is state funds plus
tuition and fees, Schell said.
Under the 1999-2000 budget,
Murray State will generate 33.3
percent of its funds by tuition,
Schell said.
BecauSe of a projected 2.4
percent increase in state funding, ''current tuition would generate 32.82 percent," he :;aid.
His committee concluded if
both state funding and enrollment increase as projected, no
tuition increase would be needed to meet CPE requirements.
The committee's recommendation is to adjust tuition to
attract out-of-state students
and hold the line on in·state
tuition to gain a competitive
edge on the other Kentucky
institutions, all of which have
raised tuition by five to nine
percent.
In its assessment of the budget reallocations that will be
necessary
with
academic
restructuring, Schell's committee said as much as seven percent of the budget may be rt'nllocated for it.
Schell said the committee

made several assumptions in
drawing these conclusions.
First, payroll line:; and
department budgets will move
with the departments.
Second, because of space limitations, most departments will
not be physically moved so
office equipment such as computers will not be factors.
Finally, administration and
athletic budgets will remain
intact and the remaining tunds
are
interchangeable
from
department to department.
Schell provided a month·tomonth history of RPECs and
s3;id budgeting for extension
programs shows a 59 percent
increase ::;ince 1997, boosted
from $799,963 in 1997 to
$1,274,933 in 1999.
In January of 1997, the CPE
voted to support the establishment of extension campuses in
Hopkinsville. Glasgow. Elizabethtown, Prestonburg and
London/Co~bin.

"The cost of administering
and operating fixed sites leaves
less for instruction," Schell
said. "President Alt!xander
justified additional buildings at
Hopkinsville based on hi~ projection of an enrollment of 3,000
upper·level students," he said.
"But recently, he revised his
estimate down to 1,000 students. That would seem to eliminate any justification for"addi -

tional buildings."
Schell pointed to Murray
State's current total education
and general bonded debt. The
University owes $14,355,000,
on which the University will
pay $1,546,000 in principal and
interest in the current budget.
"It is unlikely that the state
will fund the additional buildings requested (by Alexander),"
Schell said. "Thus, if MSU proceeds with such an expansion, it
could be saddled with payments
and principal and interest of as
much as $3.8 million a year for
25 years.
''(Alexander! pushed for the
creation of facilities that CPE
deemed unnecessary, faced
\vith political reality, " Schell
said.
Schell also said Alexander
disregarded CPE guidelines in
planning Murray Stat~'s extension campuses and investment
in bricks and mortar will subtract money that should go for
instruction.
Schell called for on impartial
cost-benefit analysis of Murray
State's RPEC plans and recommends no further capital programs be undertaken without a
complete and public cost·benefit
review.
The finance committee will
forward its report to Alexander
and Provost Gary Brockway fvr
consideration.
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Student use various calling oPtions
•Communication: ECCI, based in
Charleston, W.Va., and Long Distance Management in Paducah are
two long distance services Murray
S tate students use.
By Sarah Dooley
Contributing Writer
Although the campus phone system does
not a llow for direct long-distance dialing
from each residential college room, students may choose from many alternate
calling plans.
A direct dialing service is not possible
because the campus has only 84 lines that
connect with the outside world, Tina Hill,
campus operator, said.
To have a direct dialing service, a line
would have to run directly from every telephone on campus, more than 9,000 telephones in a ll.

"That's just the way our system is set
up," Hill said.
Despite the Jack of a direct dialing ser vice, students can turn to other options for
long-distance calling.
Murray State's long distance service,
managed by ECCI in Charleston, W.Va.,
offers a calling card plan. With the card,
students receive prices of 10 cents per
minute from on-campus phones or 15 cents
per minute for off-campus calls.
Long Distance Management in Paducah
offers campus connect calling cards to
Murray State students. Calls made using
this card are 10 cents per minute.
Pr epaid phone cards from Americard
and from Buy 'N. Time are available from
machines in the University Store in the
Curris Center. Americard offers $5, $10
and $20 cards. Buy 'N Time sells $5, $10,
$20 and $30 cards.
Brooke Schettko, junior from Aurora,

Police Beat

Ill., said she has tried both kinds of phone
cards, and settled with Americard.
"It's 3.9 cents a minute," Schettko said.
"That's pretty good."
Schettko said she preferred Americard to
Buy'N Time.
Kristy Ulrich, freshman from Grand
Chain, Ill., said she uses a calling card she
purchased directly from AT&T. Calls made
using this card are indicated on her home
phone bill.
"It's easy and I can use it from any
phone," Ulrich said.
Some students have set up a collect-calling system with their families.
"I call 1-800-collect," Tasha En nels,
freshman from Louisville, said. "My mother will deny the charges, and then she'll
call me back using 10-10-220."
Ennels said she later splits the phone
bill with her parents, making the expense
easier to handle.

By Jason Yates
Associate Editor
Students may soon notice
some changes on campus in an
effort to continue making Murray State a safer place.
The Student Government
Association passed a resolution
at Wednesday's weekly meeting, listing the items it perceive
to be " ... the best additions to
the safety plan at Murray State
University."
SGA President Brandon
Kirkham authored the resolution following a safety walk he,
along with SGA Vice President
Kevin Lowe a nd Secretary
Michael Thorne, participated
in Sept. 22.
The resolution was approved
by t he executive council and
sponsored by senators Jason
Pittman, Sarah Higdon, Ben
Gross, Monica Zurliene, Joshu~

2:15a.m. A student reported harassing phone calls.
10:16 a.m. A vehicle was reported stolen from the Clark College lot. It

was found later near Winslow Dining Hall.
10:48 a.m. A bicycle was reported stolen and found a few hours later.
3:21 p.m. A non-Injury accident occurred in the Industry and Technology
Building lot.
Friday, Oct. 1, 1999

12:45 a.m. There was a possible DUI driver at 16th and Olive streets.
10:06 a.m. A non-injury accident occurred in the 15th Street lot.
8:59 p.m. There was noise complaint in the 100 block of College Courts.
9:47 p.m. Vandalism to an Elizabeth College door was reported.
Saturday, Oct. 2, 1999
1:47 p.m. A person passed out in section Vat the stadium. EMS was dis-

patched, but did not transport the person.
2:43 p.m. A non-injury accident occurred in the stadium lot.
3:59 p.m. A non-injury acctdent occurred on Racer Drive. Both vehicles

were moved and information was exchanged.
5:11 p.m. EMS was dispatched to the stadium because a student passed

SGA adds to University's safety plan
-safety: More call boxes
equipped with blue lights
to make them more visible
are one of the suggestions
of SGA's safety resolution.

Wednesday, Sept. 29, 1999

Maxwell and Chelsea Anderson. The student senate passed
the resolution unanimously.
The resolution requests more
call boxes should be placed at
various locations on campus
and all call boxes should be
equipped with a blue light to
make them mor e visible at
night.
Also, lights should be
replaced in front of Elizabeth
College, on two poles on the
west side of Faculty Hall,
Oakhurst's yard, at the parking lot between the Baptist
Student Union and at the housing office.
Lights should a lso be
installed in the sorority suite
parking lot, the report stated.
Finally, the resolution suggests a cr osswalk be added
across Poplar Street between
15th and 16th streets to the
sorority suites and Racer
Patrol'.s presence should be
increased.
Kirkham said his immediate
concern is getting burned out
lights replaced because of the
ease with which it can be done.
"Getting lights replaced is

''

With the
pr oposed
changes, the
campus will
definitely
be safer. ' '
-JASON

PrrTIIAl'f,

S ENATOR- AT-LARGE

the number one priority," he
said. "Adding call boxes and
lighting will take time because
the equipment must be ordered
and the man-power must be
available."
ffirkham said a ny crosswalk
addition must be done by the
state.
A copy of the resolution was
sent yesterday to University
P resident Kern Alexander,
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson, Facilities Ma nagement Director
Dewey Yeatts and Interim Public Safety Director Mittie
Southerland.
Kirkham said a meeting will
be scheduled with these ind.i-

viduals, but he sees no reason
they cannot start making the
improvements now.
"'As far as I am concerned
these improvements can be
done tonight or could have been
done last night," Kirkham said.
"I don't think anyone has to
wait for this committee to
meet."
Senator-at-large
Jason
Pittman endorsed the resolution and said he believes University officials are doing the
best they can at staying on top
of the safety situation.
"I like that we are trying to
keep up with the lights that are
going out on campus," Pittman
said. "It is impossible to keep
up with a ll the changes that
arc happening, but we can try
at least to stay one footstep
behind it."
Pittman said the changes will
take a little while to enact, but
he believes they will be appreciated.
"With the proposed changes,
the campus will definitely be
safer," he said. "I think the students, Will notice it and they
will feel safer , too."

...

out. The student was treated for heat, but was not transported.
Sunday, Oct. 3 , 1999
4:11 a.m. A person opened a student's door in Hart College.
2 p.m. The horses were out at the west farm.
7:28 p.m. A non-injury accident occurred in the Richmond College lot.
11:04 p.m. A bicycle was found in the bushes in the Quad and was

. brought to Public Safety.
11:59 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the 700 block of College
Courts
Monday, Oct. 4, 1999

8:38 a.m. A telephone was reported stolen from Ordway Hall.
11:19 p.m. Glass was broken out of the vending machine on the third

floor of the Fine Arts Center.
Tuesday, Oct. 5, 1999
9:53 a.m. A student was transported from Health Services to the emergency room because of an asthma problem.
10:49 p.m. A vehicle was broken down in front of Wrather Museum.
11 :42 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the 600 block of College
Courts. Residents were advised to keep noise down.
Wednesday, Oct. &, 1999
12:52 a.m. EMS was dispatched because an Elizabeth College resident

had a seizure.
5:11 p.m. Jacob Coley reported his vehicle keyed In the upper parking

lot on the west side of the Special Education Building.
Racer Escorts • 8
Motortat Assists - 9

Information for Pollee Beat is gathered and compfled by Kristin Hill, assis- "
tant news edftdr, from milterlaiS available from the Public Safety office.

We would like to congratulate
our new initiates.
jessica Ashby
Samantha Bailey
codie Barron
Melanie Brewer
Erin Bruner
Laura Cherry
Laura Davidson
Beth Decker
Deanna Futrell
Kate Gaston
Niketa Hailey
Kelly Herman
Michelle jenkins
Amanda· jessie
Amy jones
DeAnna Lampkins

Annie Lawson
Laura Lukefahr
Marilee Morgan
Cheryl Osting
carin Peterson
Karah Pfiefer
Merideth Rahm
sarah Relken
casey Rougemont
Brittany Shelton
Nancy Shelton
Nicole Shelton
julia Sholar
Cassie Tapp
Andrea warnsman
Amy Wild

• congratulations Dave Bowles, you did an awesome job at Mr. MSUI
• Thank you to everyone who came out to support us at Play-a-thonJ
•Jamie and

ndra, thank you for making Play-a-thon such a successI

Featuring :

Vog' .s Mercury
--Hoosier Vaddy
Also ...
·Fro m Nash v ille:

V. J . J lite & T6e
S upertig6t Crew
friday, Oct ..

8

Nlurray C allo\-vay Co. Fair.~round'>
Titne: II p.tn.
Price: $6 Wri.'>lh.uul.'> err) .~.Jil•
Collc·(•s ..,ion'> 1\ vailcJ!Jie
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If the year 2000

presidential election were held
today, for whom would you vote?
Name: Kesha

...·· ·.y· ··--~
.~ w

II

' .:""'f·.· · · · '

..

-.:..II; '

Osborne
Major: Special
Education
Year: Freshman

,. .

'

·I

'

I

Hometown:

.,

..

·-

Burns, Tenn.

... have no idea.
Who•s running?,

Name: William
Allbritten
Major: Civil
Engineering
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Puryear, Tenn.

u1•d have to say
Gore. Don't want any of those
Republicans in the White
House."
Name: Greg
Taylor

Major: Radio-T.V.
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Puryear, Tenn.

" George W.
Bush because no
other Republican candidate
tias a real chance."

. Menifee

Major: Advertising
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Madill, Okla.

" I have no idea
who I'd vote for
right now."

Name: Holly
Miles

Major: D iet et ics
Year: Senior
Hometown:
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There is much
to do at MSU
Many complain there is
nothing to do on campus.
They either go a few miles in
another direction to do
something or they go home.
This week's schedule of
events, however, tells a different tale.
Sporting events, like Murray State's football matchup
with the University of Tennessee at Martin at Stewart
Stadium and the Bull
Blowout at the West Kentucky Expo Center, dominate Saturday's schedule.
Springer-Franklin College is
even hosting a tailgate party
in conjunction with the football game.
If cinemania is your cup of
tea, the movie "School of
Flesh" shows as part of the
weekly Cinema International in the Curris Center Theater. Two presentations of
the movie, will be tonight at
7:30p.m. and Saturday.
Worship, of course, is a big
part of th e schedule Sunday.
A contemporary praise and
worship service is scheduled
at 203 S. 4th St. from 8:30
a.m. to 9:15 a.m. Murr ay
J '
Christian Fellowship holds
Bible studies on Sunday and
Wednesday nights at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Cinema International will present a different movie. "Smoke Signals"
shows at 7:30 p.m. The latest addition to the MSU Millennium Project Forum
Series, "The Y2K Crisis,"
will be in the Barkley Room
at 12:30 p.m.
For those who like to look
at history, the Wrather West

Our V'ieuJ
Issue:
Students complain there is nothing
to do on campus.

Position:
Contrar y to popular belief, there
are activities available for students
to do on campus every week and
w eekend.

Kentucky Museum is a nice
place to spend an afternoon.
From now until Dec. 23, the
museum features a Land
Between the Lakes photo
exhibit by photographer
Linda Guerrant of Cadiz.
For those looking for something to do next week should
include a plethora of activities. Friday, Oct. 15 and Saturday, Oct. 16 include many
activities for those on campus and a lumni visiting
their alma mater.
Friday's activities include a
2.5 kilometer run for people
who like to exercise. Saturday's activities include the
Homecoming parade,which
begins at 9:30a.m., the Tent
City Homecoming Festival,
wh ich goes from 11 a.m. to
2:~9.~~ ~ARe H~co~

ing game against Ea.steln
Illinois, which begins at 3
p.m.
The naysayers say there is
nothing to do on campus.
But the schedule says differently. They may not like
some of the things th ese
activities offer, but if they
went and participated, they
might enjoy it. They may
find a new hobby or meet
some new people.
Most weeks offer a wealth

of opportunity to go out and
do things around campus.
The next time people say
there is nothing to do around
campus, they need to go and
look at the schedule for that
week. They will probably be
surprised.

The average student can do
more on campus than sit
around for days at a time
and mope or play video
games. Get out. There is
more to campus than class.
The weather will probably
be nice, too.

Your VieLos

Paris, Tenn.

" I guess Gore.
He's been
vice president and seems to
have the most experience."
Ryan Brooks/The News
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Columnist 'out of line'
with presidential story

Murray State, but I found that to be
apparent just by reading it.

To the Editor:

Beth Mahoney
Sophomore, Hopkinsville

I am writing in regards to an article
in the last edition of "The Murray
State News," titled "Columnist May
Throw Hat in SGA Ring." I found this
article to be completely out of line and
definitely uncalled for. Brandon
Kirkham, SGA president, works very
hard for students, with the goal of
making Murray State better, whether
it is our safety or our education. It is
only the students who think the presidency consists of free parking spots,
free apartments and no tuition payments who give that individual no
respect for the efforts being put forth.
How does anyone expect anything to
get better when people misinform others of the responsibilities, actions and
efforts that are being made in the students' best interests?
If running for candidacy on the platform of apathy is thought to be appropriate, then that candidate would win
the race by an enonnous margin. This
would definitely be the best choice, in
the aspect of apathy compared to all
the other candidates who a re serious
about the well-being of students. With
this kind of leadership, this school is
sure to become a better place for those
who find it appropriate to show utter
disrespect for those who are working
hard to make student life at Murray
State worthwhile.
The only point that was accurate in
this article was the author obviously
hasn't learned much since attending

Kirkham b elieves SGA
has done well this ye ar
To the Editor:
In response to the attacks printed in
the editorial section of "The Murray
State News," I would like to say Murray State is enjoying a great year. The
Student Government Association is
working as hard as it can every day to
improve the lives of studentd. It is a
shame the students of this university
can't join together with one voice.
SGA is the only advocacy group for
Murray State students. It is ridiculous
the student newspaper won't support
our work toward improving this university and the environment in which
students learn.
The simple fact is SGA is working.
We believe a show of solidarity across
campus would enable us to be even
more effective in dealing with administrators to benefit students. I would
like to work with the student paper in
furthering the cause of Murray State
students. However, they are too busy
searching for faults to cover such successes as last night's Third Day concert. Here is a list of some things your
SGA has accomplished so far this
year.
1. Improved fitness facilities. (To be
completed this month.)
2. Racer Pride .

3. Unity Day and 17th Floor concert.
4. Third Day concert
5. MTV Campus Invasion Tour
6. Changes in parking rules
7. Homecoming
8. Student Life Improvement Fund
9. Safety proposal
10. Lowered number of SGA meet·
ing absences allowed by senators and
mandated minimum office hours for
officers.
11. Notice of book discontinuance in
book store.
12. Daily representation on university committees and the Board of
Regents.
There are several other issues and
projects we arc working on for the
future. If you have any concerns about
MSU, please speak to your SGA senator or contact the SGA office. Every
student may also attend Senate meet·
ings at 4:30 Wednesday afternoons in
the Barkley Room and students are
welcome to schedule an appointment
to meet with me personally.
Brandon Kirkham
SGA President

Students have op tion
of no SSN on Racercard
To the Editor:
Please inform readers they do not
need to put their Social Security number as an identification number on
their school I. D. card. The Social Security number doesn't even need to be
given when returning books to the
bookstore or on a check. The state

even allows drivers to have a different
number on their driver's license. The
only reason it should be used is for
employment or financial aid.
If the Social Security number is
stolen it can unlock the door and can
connect to various databases that
might invade the right to privacy. The
accessibility of the number on the
back of students' school identification
cards invites identity theft, leading to
long-term problems in attempting to
clean up faulty records.
Students and staff need to stand up
for their right to privacy and only dispense the Social Security number for
financial aid or employment purposes.
If students don't want their Social
Security number printed on their
school identification cards, Food Services is willing to omit it when students get a new card.
Christina Lavallee
St. Louis

'

"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer
and must be signed. Contributors should include addresses
and phone numbers for uerifi·
cation. Please include home·
town, classification, title or
relationship to the University.
"The Murray State News"
reserves the right to edit for
style, length and content.
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·Expansion could be bad sign for studentsUniversities should be about education of mind, body and spirit. The fact,
however, is universities are also about
money and its allocation.
Neither strategic plans nor mission
statements, lists of goals nor action
steps, tell much about university priorities. For that you need to look at
the budget because by funding or not
funding, it defines short and long-term
university goals. No one knows better
than Murray State University President Kern Alexander, who has written
books on the subject. You should know
it, too.
Tuition is the budget issue of most
immediate concern to students. Will it
go up? How much? Will I have to pay
more to take more than 16 hours a
semester? At its last meeting, the
Board of Regents postponed a decision
on that issue, citing concerns about
new requirements by the Council on
Postsecondary Education that universities generate one-third of their public funding through tuition. MSU currently does this: its students will pay
$24,234,453 in tuition this academic
year. This is 33.3 percent of MSUs

In My
()pinion
BILL
SCHElL

public funding. Given the projected
increased state funding and enrollment, tuition would produce at least
33.4 percent of MSU's public funding
for 2000-2001. In short, this is not a
reason for Alexander and the board to
raise tuition.
MSU already has the highest tuition
of the comprehensive regional universities. Even if we hold the line next
year, it will still be more than Western
Kentucky University's. If we hold the
line for two years, MSU will have the
lowest tuition of any regional university except Kentucky State. This would
give us a competitive edge in recruiting students. Consider the logic.
Almost all of the enrollment (of which

i

Th

Ts rs

Alexander likes to boast) came from
in-state students; the new state funding formula is enrollment-driven.
MSU could increase its funding by
increasing its "market share." Yet
Alexander has projected a tuition
increase of between six percent and 16
percent for the next academic year. In
other words, students can expect to
pay anywhere from $1,272 to $1,392
and to pay extra for credit hours more
than 16 as well Why?
Alexander and the regents are going
to say it is because greedy professors
are demanding higher pay. That's hogwash. Faculty will see precious little of
the $1.45 to $3.87 million generated
by the increase. The real reason
Alexander wants to increase tuition is
to provide revenue for his empire of
postsecondary education centers he
intends to build in Hopkinsville, Henderson, Paducah, Princeton and
Madisonville. Funding for existing
centers has increased almost 63 percent in two years to more than $1.27
million. The Hopkinsville center is
budgeted this year at more than
$200,000 and it's not even open yet.

This empire-building has a political
price as well. In a speech to the Governor's Conference in September of
1998, CPE President Gordon Davies
expressed disapproval of a "tendency
toward turf protection and a fixation
on acquiring and owning physical
assets," noting "capital outlay decisions have little if any educational
rationale. Buildings become 'trophies'
of success in a budget session." This
was addressed primarily at Alexander
who was lobbying and arm-twisting
the legislature to authorize what
became the Regional Postsecondary
Education Centers.
Shortly thereafter, at an MSU
Board of Regents meeting, Alexander
posed with the mayor of Hopkinsville
holding a huge novelty check for $6.65
million and bragged he had secured a
"trophy" building. Given Alexander's
confrontational relationship with
Davies, is it any wonder CPE gave
MSU poor benchmark universities
upon which to base future state funding? In the long run, this will cost
MSU dearly.
None of Alexander's planned satel-

H\T~
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Bill Schell is an associate professor of
history.

Fields remembered
for more than acting:

l1iNt>ll /
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lite campus expansion can be justified
by impartial cost-benefit analysis. The
legislature authorized MSU one building. Alexander announced there would
be three to four additional bl;tildings in
Hopkinsville based on his projection of
an enrollment of 3,000 upper-level
students. This estimate was patently
absurd and he recently revised it to
1,000 students. This eliminates any
rational justification for additional
buildings, but Alexander has declined
to revise his plans despite a request to
do so by Davies. Indeed, he plans to
construct two buildings in Henderson.
So let's be clear about this: MSU students and faculty will bear the cost of
Alexander's empire-building - economic and political - for decades to
come unless rational individuals can
bring an end to it. Write your regents,
the OPE, the legislature, the governor
and stop this mindless obsession with
bricks and mortar now.

The gauntlet was thrown.
Someone dared to challenge me
on the simplest of facts, an elementary truth of all mankind. This blatant ignorance must be corrected.
Not elementary school-like corrected. Jack Nicholson in "The Shining"-like corrected.
Some said that W.C. Fields is not
the greatest actor of all time.
Heretics. Every last one of them.
But what? You don't know who
W.C. Fields is? Ah, gentle reader,
you have been sorely delinquent in
your education. Although I cannot
pretend to be able to express all of
W.C. Fields' grandeur in one simple column, I can perhaps open
your eyes to the wonder that was
Fields.
W.C. Fields was a comedic actor
in the 1920s and 1930s who was
renowned for his ability to simply
make people laugh. He was also
renowned for the habit of putting
down two-fifths of whiskey before
lunch and for having a fat roll larger than his bank roll, which was
considerable after the money he
made between the box office and
the bootlegging.
So, is it really any surprise he's
my role model? And, by pure coincidence, the greatest actor of all
time?
However, if you haven't heard of
W.C. Fields before now, you'll hear
of him soon. Fields is throwing his
hat in the ring for U.S. president in
2000. While he may not be quite as
well qualified as viewpoint editor
Greg Stark for public office, seeing
as how Fields is dead, he could still
be a contender. And if you don't
believe me, the proof is in the pudding at www.wcfields.com.
How can he not be elected? He's

b()U CJ\T lo N DEPT:
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truly a vtstonary. Quotes like
"Never try to impress a woman,
because if you do she'll expect you
to keep up to the standard for the
rest of your life," and "A woman .
drove me to drink and I never even
had the courtesy to thank her,"
prove good ol' W.C. is a man for our
times.
Fields' wisdom, of course, does
not end there. For a man whQ
spent his elder years ritzed and
blitzed, Fields was quite an intellectual, if not an optimist.
"I am free of all prejudice," Fields
once said. "I hate everyone equally."
"Start every day off with a smile
and get it over with," is another of
his famous mantras.
Hopefully, because of my deeply
heartfelt efforts, you will go out
immediately and rent one of his
fine flicks,· such as "It's a Gift."
However, my exultation in Fields' t
excellence ends here, as I am
reminded of both his and my
favorite saying.
"If at first you don't succeed, try,
try, again. Then quit. No use being
a damn fool about things."
I

Morgan Hardy is the assistant
sports editor for "The Murray State
News."

Do .not mess with computer processor speed
A computer is much like a car. Getting ·under the ·hood of ·a computer is
much more complicated than opening
a car's hood, but most of the components that are vital to the computer
are inside the box or tower.
So, I got the bright idea (with help
from my roommate, Donald Lawson),
that we would over-clock the procesli!Ors on our computers. The processor
on my computer runs at 225 megahertz and the tell-tale diagnostic sheet
said my processor had the capability of
running 333 mhz.
I had not been truly satisfied with
the performance of my processor, especially on my racing games, where you
definitely need speed to succeed. After
unscrewing some nuts and bolts, I
opened the back of the case to see if I
could change the jumper settings on
my processor.
After looking around the inside of
the computer and surveying the lay-
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In My
Opinion
GREG

STARK

out like Tiger Woods surveys a fivefoot putt, I decided to put the hood
back on and not bother with it.
In other words, I took the Roy
McAvoy approach. I didn't follow
through with the project.
Of course, the computer's processor
is like an automobile's engine. If the
processor blows up, your computer's
screwed. Unless, of course, you get a
new processor to replace it.
The processor needs to be cool,
because it is the engine of the comput-

......

er. If I were to over-clock the processor
by a great amount, it might heat up
and explode.
Of course, that would not be good.
That is why I took the McAvoy
approach (Roy McAvoy, played by
Kevin Costner, was the golfer in "Tin
Cup" who had an abbreviated followthrough and he attributed his followthrough to his approach to life}. In this
situation, it would not have been
smart to finish what I started. There
is no better reason to stop a project
than not having a clue what you are
doing.
Since I have already gotten my point
across, which is to not run out in the
street when a car is coming, I have
decided to go ahead and attach a dramatic ending to my column. This is
what I predict would have happened
had I decided to go ahead with my
over-clocking project.
Monday night, 10 p.m.: Mter going

to our editorial board meeting, I sit
down at my computer, get on the
Internet and download a guide to overclocking my computer. I shut down my
computer and I unhook the major components of the machine. Then comes
the fun part.
10:30 p.m.: I bust out my tool kit and
I unscrew the back of the computer. I
take the cover off to see the internal
organs of the computer.
10:31 p.m.: I laugh out loud, not
knowing what any of the stuff is and I
call my roommate in. He laughs also.
10:47 p.m.: I decide to begin taking
apart the computer. Green things with
wires running everywhere are lying
all over my room. After unscrewing all
of this stuff, I get to the processor.
11:33 p.m.: I change some jumper
cords around (with no accuracy at all}
and I re-clock the processor. Now it
should fly.
Tuesday morning, 12 a.m.: Ritz

Cracker break. Also watch the frrst 15
minutes of Craig Kilborn.
1:01 a.m.: Mter putting Humpty
Dumpty back together again, 1 boot
the computer up and change the BIOS
settings. I clock the computer to 300
mhz. I turn the computer off.
1:14 a.m.: I tum the computer on. It
seems normal.
1:22 a.m.: I turn on my racing game.
As soon as my car moves out of the
pits, my motherboard begins to shake.
I hear a small explosion inside the
computer, and everything shuts down
immediately. I pass out with a panic
attack.
3:09a.m.: I wake to find out I wasn't
dreaming about me doing something
stupid like over-clocking my processor.
I collapse into a deep slumber, not to
wake up until 11:30.

Greg Stark is the uiewpoint editor for
"The Murray State News."
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Wall{ will benefit Turl{ish relief fund
•Earthquake: Friends of
the Turkish Earthquake
Victims' overall goal is to
raise $20,000 through
Thanksgiving.
By Angela Wilson
Contributing Writer
Friends of the Turkish
Earthquake Victims ofMurray
State will hold a relief walk to
raise money for survivors of
the deadly Aug. 17 earthquake
in Turkey.
Holly Carter, student chair
of the project, said she has
already received 15 pledges
from friends and family for the
event and hopes more people
will sign up to walk around
campus.
The goal of the walk is to
raise $5,000.
The walk, scheduled to start
at 1 p.m. Oct. 30, is sponsored
by the American Humanics
Student Association, the Institute for International Studies,
El Meson Mexican Restaurant
and China House. Participants
who raise at least $50 will

the Institute for International
Studies
and co-chair of the
What people
committee, said the group has
do not realize
collected more than $5,000
is that the
from the combined effort of a
Turkish ornament raffie at the
devastation
Study Abroad Fair Sept. 16
is not in
and a garage sale held Sept. 18
in Woods Hall.
the past. ' '
Committee co-chair Fugen
Muscio
said she visited her
-FuOEN MUSCJO,
family
in
Istanbul, Turkey, for
R.EUEF COIOOTTEE CHAIR
t.wo weeks following the
quake. She said the epicenter
receive prizes. The money will
of the earthquake was in
go to the local Red Cross and
Izmit, near her home.
be sent directly to Turkey for
"What people do not realize
food, clothing, medical sup- is that the devastation is not in
plies, care for orphans of the the past," she said. "Turkey is
disaster and other basic needs. still having earthquakes. Vic"Winter is coming and peo- tims have lost entire families,
ple in Turkey are living in friends, possessions, jobs.
plastic tents," Carter said.
These people have lost their
She said the Friends of the futures."
Turkish Earthquake Victims
She said another earthcommittee hopes to continue quake, registering 5.8 on the
gaining support from members Richter scale. struck Izmit
of the community, campus while she was in Istanbul.
organizations, students, facul"I can't imagine it-more
ty and staff until it reaches its people than live in Murray
overall goal of $20,000 by were killed (in the Aug. 17
Thanksgiving.
quake)," Carter said. "I can't
Michael Basile, director of imagine what it looks like for

''

everything to be destroyed."
Muscio said the death toll is
at 16,000 and climbing as officials and volunteers continue
to clear the rubble. Muscio
said people are still searching
for an unverified number of
40,000 bodies.
Describing the scene, Muscio
said buildings have collapsed
"like dominoes," chemical fires
still rage and the economy is at
a standstill. Schools remain
closed and surviving parents
are afraid to leave their children alone, she said.
"My cousin's wife won't allow
her two children. to leave her
side for fear of another massive earthquake," Muscio said.
"They even go to the bathroom
together."
To participate in the relief
walk, contact Roger Weis,
director of American Humanics. at 762-3808.
For more information on
monetary donations, contact
Basile at 762-2263 or visit the
Turkish relief website at
http://gis. mursuky.edu/turkey/
index.btml.

Kentucl{y voters can
receive absentee ballots ·
•Election : To vote for a ballot, in-state residents should
contact the county clerk office where they are registered .
By Kristin Hill

ASsistant News Editor
Just because college students will not be at home for the Nov. 2
election does not mean they can not vote where they are registered.
If a Kentucky resident is registered to vote but will be away
from home on Election Day, the voter can participate in the election by absentee ballot.
"It sounds old-fashioned to say, but voting is the essence of
democracy," Winfield Rose, professor of political science, said.
"That is saying if you don't vote, you don't care. And that is a bad
attitude to have."
To receive an absentee ballot, a voter needs to request an application from the county clerk's office in the county they are registered to vote in, Deputy Calloway County Clerk Lynn Paschall
said.
This application can be requested by mail, fax, telephone or in
person. If a voter is unable to contact the county clerk's office personally, the spouse, parents or children of a voter can also request
an absentee ballot, Paschall said.
The application has to be returned to the county clerk's office
seven days prior to the election. A voter will receive the absentee
ballot after the application is approved, which must be returned to
the county clerk's office by the day of the election.
Out-of-state residents living in Kentucky must call the county
clerk's office, or whatever office handles voter registration, in the
county they are registered. Paschall said the process differs from
state to state. ·

Additional work pushes back fitness center opening
This is not to say work on the fitness
•Fitness: The University hopes
center
has been at a stand still.
to obtain more cardio equipment
"'We've
been doing some behind the
by the center's November open- scene things,"
he said.
ing.
Baurer said one big issue that has

By Reka Ash ley
Staff Writer

Students anxiously anticipating the
student fitness center opening over
Homecoming may have to put their
buns of steel on the back burner.
Jim Baurer, director of the Curris
Center, said the tentative date for
opening bas been pushed to early
November.

' ' Right now we're
waiting on facilities
management to con struct some walls
and ch ange the lighting before we put the
flooring down. ' '

been taken care of is the flooring.
"The bid has been awarded to a company for the facilities flooring," he
said. "Also, the seating for the weight
benches is in the process of being
reupholstered.
"'We wanted sort of a color-coordi- JIM BAUilER, DDUtCTOR OF
nated look," he said. "We haven't
THE CtntJus CEJifTU
taken any of the equipment from Carr
Health yet. Everything so far bas
He also said the weight racks are
come from Roy Stewart Stadium and
being
repainted and the chrome fmfrom the auction this summer."

ishes on the weight machines are
being cleaned.
"We have just completed the installation of a sound system in the area,"
he said. "There are sound panels on
the walls and we've had these redone."
One piece of equipment the University hopes to obtain is the cardio theater.
"We have a bid out now for more cardio equipment," be said. "It's the cardio equipment that we have the fewest
pieces of. The cardio theater is included in the bid."
Baurer said he expects the flooring
to be installed within three weeks.

"Right now we're waiting on facilities management to construct some
walls and change the lighting before
we put the fl ooring down," he said.
Baurer said some of the equipment
the University bas purchased is being
stored in the game room until it is
time to construct the walls and lay the
flooring.
SGA President Brandon Kirkham,
who is in charge of creating policy for
the new facility, said his committee
has not yet met.
Although be said there was a good
reason, he said he could not yet dis·
cuss it.
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The1999
When:
Where:
Time:
Contact:

Thursday, October 14, 1999
Freed Curd Auditorium, I & T Building
5:00 PM
Career Ser vices @ 762-2907

Fall Career Fair
Wednesday, October 27
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom
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Conference will address
economic revolution
•Telecommunications:
The speaker has experience which will give an
overview of the past and
future of the industry.
By Donald Lawson

William H .

Melody: The
Delft University
~~~~ ofTechnology

professor will be
the keynote
speaker of the
telecommunica·
tions conference.

Online Editor

The changing face of telecommunications is shaping the
U.S. economy. This week's conference presented by the Murray State Center of Telecommunications Systems Management will attempt to put this
revolution into perspective.
William H. Melody, a professor from Delft University of
Technology and editor of
"Telecommunications Policy,"
will be the keynote speaker.
Walt Bolter, director of the
Center for Telecommunications
Technology, said Melody will
give the initial framework for
this week's conference.
"He'll set the tone for the conference.'' he said. "He was a
lead witness in the break-up of
the Bell system."
Bolter hopes Melody's history
in the telecommunications field
will give a wide overview of the
industry's past and its future.
"He has experience all the
way back to the '60s," Bolter
said.
"We're trying to bring an
analysis of the industry to the
community," Bolter said. "He
can translate what is going on
in the'industry. He's our Rosetta Stone."

Melody has been a professor
of communication at Simon
Fraser University, Canada; the
founding director of the Programme on Information and
Communication Technologies,
Economic and Social Research
Council, London, ~ and the
founding director of the Center
for International Research on
Communication and Information Technologies.
David Eaton, assistant professor of economics, will speak
on the impacts of telecommunications at this week's convention. He said he is impressed
with the caliber of speakers for
this week's conference.
"I can say, in general, that all
the people we're bringing in are
at the top of their field," Eaton
said. "There bas been no better
cast of speakers. It's an all-star
cast."
Larry Guin, professor of economics and finance, will speak
on the hype of telecommunications companies and their
value. Guin said he is excited
about hearing Melody.
"He is one of the more
respected people in the profession," he said. "I'm looking forward to hearing him speak."
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University offers fac·ulty sick bank
''

•Illness: Faculty and staff
can donate sick days to a
bank so other faculty and
staff can draw from them
if needed.
By

Bra~di

News Editor

Williams

The sick bank, a program in
which members can draw sick
days in the event of serious illness or injury, wi11 be available
for faculty and staff July 1,
2000.
"This has been something
that has been discussed on and
off for the past 10 years," Joyce
Gordon, director of Human
Resources, said.

This gives a
way to prevent
a loss in ' '
compensation.

-JOYCE GORDON, HUMAN
RESOURCES DIRECTOR

A member of the faculty or
staff donates sick days into the
sick bank. Other faculty and
staff can draw from this in case
of serious illness or injury that
makes them unable to work for
an ex1ended period of time.
However, the program docs not

extend for time off because of a
family member's illness or
injury.
"This gives a way to prevent
a loss in compensation," Gordon said.
Kelly Buffington, vice president of Staff Cqngress, said she
was very pleased to see the sick
bank approved.
She has been working on the
sick bank for the past. three
years. She said she observed
sick leave programs of other
universities to determine
which program would be best
for Murray State.
"There were some things to
be changed and compromised,
but it was approved," Buffing-

ton said.
All regular faculty and staff
members, whether part time or
full time, who have a minimum
of six sick leave days are eligible for the program. The maximum amount of sick days a
person can get is 180.
"We don't know how many
will enroll but it ~eems like a
positive thing," Gordon said .
The program is completely
voluntary and training sessions and a special enrollment
period will be available before
the program goes into effect.
Said Gordon: "It is something
other schools arc doing and it
was about time Murray State
did, too."

Area drought affects local farmers
•Drought: Oct. 15· is the target to 15 bushels per acre instead, Claywell
planting date for wheat, which may said. Many acres of soybeans had to be cut
to make room for the hay crop.
or may not germinate without adeThough the first hay cutting yielded a
quate moisture.
satisfactory amount, the cuttings after

100 bushels per acre, down 20 bushels
from the norm .
Soybean crops have fared worse, though
the extent of the damage won't be clear
until all the beans have been harvested, he
that were virtually nonexistent, Claywell said.
By Sarah Dooley
said. And while less hay is available, the
"The corn and wheat were tolerable, but
Contributing Writer
demand for it is greater because of the fail- the bean crop has really taken a beating,"
The area drought has caused some crop ure of pastures that have been robbed of Furches said.
This year's tobacco crop has also been
yields to be below average, local farmers the p10isture they need to support livestock.
Many
fanners
'
a
re
already
feeding
affected.
The curing process for tobacco
said.
the
poor
grazing
condihay
to
supplement
calls
for
damp
conditions, Belinda Taylor,
Gerald Claywell, a University of Kentions
and
this
is
cutting
into
the
winter
who
owns
a
farm
in Almo with her hustucky Cooperative Extension agricultural
s
upply.
band,
said.
agent, said the drought has affected all
Oct. 15 is the target date to begin plantparts of the area's agricultural industry.
The Taylors said they have tried to creing
wheat, Claywell s aid. Without ade- ate damp conditions inside the bam by
"It's just affecting the farm and farm
people in just about every angle," he said. quate moisture, it is uncertain whether the carrying water and pumping in steam.
Claywell said although the early corn wheat will germinate at all.
"The long-term effect is probably going to
Tripp Furches, owner of a farm just west be serious," Taylor said.
yield was satisfactory, later com didn't
fare well.
of Murray, said he saw drought-related
Furches said the damage has been done
Soybean fields, which usually produce 38 problems in many of his crops.
to current crops and the continued drought
to 40 bushels per acre, are now yielding 12
Furches said his corn crop has averaged will jeopardize lhe seeding of fall crops.
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Pedestrians, drivers at ~ault fo·r crossing difficulty
-Traffic: Public Safety is moni·
toring motorists' speeds and has
installed better lighting to
improve pedestrian.safety.
By Reka Ashley
Staff Writer
Crossing 16th Street some mornings
can seem like a fast-paced game of
Frogger. Although it's just a hop, skip
and a leap to the other side, students
constantly must be aware of going
splat.
Kentucky Jaw states that when traffic control signals are not in place or in
operation, the operator of a vehicle
shall yield the right of way, slowing
down or stopping if need be, to a
pedestrian crossing the roadway, or
when the pedestrian is approaching so
closely from the opposite half of the
roadway as to be in danger.
However, drivers are not the only
ones who are expected to follow rules.
The law goes on to state that every
pedestrian crossing a roadway at a

point other than within an unmarked
crosswalk at an intersection shall
yield the right of way to all vehicles
upon the roadway.
Interim Assistant Director of Public
Safety David DeVoss said safety problems on the roads around the university are the fault of both pedestrians
and drivers.
"We have pedestrians who are careless with their safety," he said. "Pedestrians should not just expect a vehicle
to stop on a dime."
DeVoss said drivers also need to be
more responsible.
"The volume of traffic and pedestrians make it difficult to monitor everything," he said. "It's unavoidable. We
just recommend that students use
caution and be considerate of others."
DeVoss said Public Safety has tried
to monitor the situation somewhat.
"This year we have done some surveillance on 16th Street and conducted some traffic stops," he said. "Some
afternoons we simply park a police car
in our own driveway and do some sur-

veillance."
DeVoss said he is not aware of any
pedestrians being hit and seriously
injured during the last three years.
"There have been many near misses
though," he said.
DeVoss said he believes the crosswalks currently in place are at suitable locations.
"Quite a few people believe they are
adequate," he said. "The state went to
a great deal of trouble to build the
bridge over Chestnut Street."
DeVoss said one way Public Safety
has tried to get motorists to slow down
was through radar display units.
"We had a radar display unit on
Chestnut Street arid on Highway 641
during the holiday last year," he said.
DeVoss said another way Public
Safety has tried to improve pedestrian
safety is to-install better lighting.
"We were able to procure some extra
lighting on Chestnut Street," he said.
..We were having a problem with people • approaching the street and
motorists not seeing them."

Lane Ury/ Guesl

Ped estrians should not always expect drivers to stop, but drivers should be
responsible, Assistant Interim Director of Public Safety David DeVoss said.

Setvice strives to help students avoid debt, establish good credit
vicious cycle of debt that causes many to ruin
their credit before it is established.
United College Marketing Service wants to
help students avoid this trap. Since its launch in
1989, its goal has been to educate college stuBy Ann Can trell
dents
about how to establish their credit. The
StatTWriter .
service also helps students obtain credit cards
While the thrill of getting that first credit card with low interest rates and no annual. fees.
can be exhilarating, it may also leave students
The company, which operates out of Oak
unable to pay the bills that follow, leading to a Brook, IU., was founded by Larry Chiang while

•Finance: United College Marketing Ser·
vice's purpose is to offer credit education
seminars on different campuses.

and help them learn exactly what good credit is
and how to establish it."
Currently UCMS is looking to expand its clientele by going online. It sponsors several websites that help with credit and finance. One
page, www.campusbackbone.com, offers a personalized finance and credit counseling, interest
calculators and bill tracking. Students can also
take a nine-minute course that gives the basics
on how to build a good credit rating.

he was a student at the University of IllinoisChampaign. His first finance talks were given
in his dorm and at sorority meetings. Within
two years the program was offered at 50 colleges
throughout the nation and was worth $2 million.
"Our purpose is to offer seminars for credit
education to groups on campus," said Heather
Romeli, Assistant Media Coordinator for UCMS.
"ColJege students often get into trouble with
their first credit card. We try to educate them
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On G'ctrnj)US
ESO will hold first
meeting Thursday
The English Student
Organization will hold its
first meeting of the year
Thursday In Faculty Hall,
room 409 at 5 p.m. Free
pizza and drinks will be
provided for students who
are interested in English.
For more information contact the ESO at eso@murraystate.edu or Leslie
Rowland at 762-4171 .

By Russ Oates

St8.ff Writer

Support provided
for international
spouses

,An aJ>ple a day keeps the doctor away. For t.bi8
to be true for most college students, It would

require eating them by the bushel.
Most college students practice a litany of unhealthy
habi~
that would make
Richard Simmons cringe. A few
hours of sleep per night, misaed
meals, the stress of study,
worry about the future and midnight runs
to Hardee's are generally the nonn.
However, ho~ is not lost. Across the nation people are turning to the
bottle for help. No, not that bottle, but rather a bottle CQntaining natural medicines and supplements, like herbs, vitamins and minerals.
"There are a lot of good natural medicines," Pat Hughes, phannacist for Rite Aid, said.
have seen a rise in the use of many.•
Garth Vinson, the viticulturist for Murray& new vineyard, :eaid he knows of natural medi·
!Cine through study and personal experience.
.,1 come from a Native American background and it i8 aomethinaf of paramount importance to
the culture,'" Vinaon said. "My irandmother was Cherokee and I remember her uaing them.•
Students who are tired of being tired and sick of being sick and not having the time
to practice the proper habits may want to look to natural medicine for help. However, wading into the ocean of knowledge about natural medicines available on the Internet is
potentially dangerous. One could drown in the endless infonnation.
A better method may be to go to a loc81 food store, like The Peach B10880m, located
on 12th Street in MuiTay.
Allie and Patsy Lampkin, owners of',fbe Peach Blossom, said they are proponents of
the use of natural medicine, Allie Lampkin said natural. medicine has many advantages
over traditional pharmaceuticals.
"There aren't as many side effects," he said.
Despite the sales success of natural medicine, critics abound. Many queetion the
effectiveness of natural medicine, since most are ttot ~~a~ by- Fpod an~ Drug
Administration.
-rhe controversy is over some that haven't been proven efTective,.. Hughes said.
Hughes said lack of regulation also causes problems with the ueage and dosage of natural medicine. Many people take them without having any knowled,e of the effects.
"The problems arise when people run out and buy natural medicine without researching them,'"
Hughes said.
Allie Lampkin said be had similar feelings.
•n is not the medicine killing them, it is the way they use it: he said. "'When you sell it, you don't
know how long it will last them.•
Though some people never fully know what it is they are taking, many are aware.
"Usually, the people who come in for a specific product have .read up on it and, many times, know
more about it than we do," Hughes said.
If someone walks into the store having never used )Ultural medicine, the Lampkins said they have
literature about natural medicine they are more than willing to share.
If a customer buys anything that could cause problems. Allie Lampkin said the staff o£ his store
will supply fair warning.
•0n the harder stuff we caution them on it, but not for thinp like vitamin C," be said.
Those looking for a magic pill to cure all of their ills may be disappointed. Thousands of types or
natural medicines are available, yet simplicity is key, Lampkin said,
"'t is best to start out with one item and then see what your reaction is," he said.
Picking the right natural medicine can be daunting to many people. The oames range from ones
commonly found in a kitchen cabinet, like ginger and p.rlict to ones that sound aa if they are mad~
··- -·- · - - - -.. nausea, digestion up, such as noni and echinacea.
Bilobe............................. mentalllatance
The one rule to remember is for every a11ment, several natural medicines exist to treat it. Howev10\;.0111"\-···- - ·..... energy boost. 1mmune system er, prevention is just as important as treatment. To combat the ills of a college lifestyle, Patsy Lampi~.e leaf...- ....·- vi1al and lungal 1nlecrions kin had some recommendations.
"It would be good for a college student to take 'Vitamin C, a good multivitamin, vitamin E, vitamin
depressmn
B and ecrunacea," Lampkin said. "That would make a good basic start."
& Johns Wart_____ depress1on
If these don't work, go find '80me apples.
Vilamin 5-·- --- - -..-·-·-·-·-· stress
Vilamin r.._ .. __ hean. tlrtulatGrv system
B

The Women's Center
and the Institute for International Studies will sponsor a support group for
spouses of international
faculty, staff and students.
The group will meet three
times this semester:
Thursday, Nov. 4 and Dec.
2 in Ordway Hall, room
300 from 3:45 p.m. to 5
p.m. The discussions will
include culture shock, how
to combat loneliness and
wellness.
Those who plan to
attend or have suggestions
should contact Isis Chaverri at isis.chaverri@murraystate.edu or phone
762-4152 by Monday.

Alumni host
annual breakfast
The College of Education Alumni Association
will host i.ts annual Homecoming breakfast Oct. 16.
The breakfast will be held
in the Murray Middle
School cafeteria from 8
a.m. to 9:30 a.m. The cost
of the breakfast is $5 for
adults and $2.50 for children.
The College of Education will also have a tent
before the game at Tent
City, beginning at I I a.m.
For more information or
to make reservations for
the breakfast. phone 7623817.

Campus Lights
hosts auditions
Auditions for Campus
Lights 2000, •"The Music
Man," will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday from 7 to
I0 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Anyone who will audition_must sign .up for 3!l
audition time. The sign up
sheet is located in La Petit
Cachot on the third floor
of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
Each person auditioning
is asked to have a song
prepared to sing during
the auditions.
For more information
phone Bree Scholl, publicity coordinator, at 7624955.

A
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jBest of Murray survey. awards month of HBO

l

Vote for the Best of Murray and win a
free month of HBO from Murray
Cablecomm.
To enter, e-mail us at
thenews@ldd.net or fill out this form
and send it to

Best Local Restaurant

Best Place To Buy Alcohol

Best Place To Buy Clothes

Best National Restaurant

Best Fraternity Parties

Best Road Trip

Best Non-fast Food Meal Under Best Place To Get Coffee
$10

Best Place To Study

Best Buffet

Best Convenience Store

Best Place To Buy COs

Or drop it by 111 Wilson Hall.
Winners will be announced Oct. 15.
Entry forms must be returned by noon
Oct. 13.
·

Best Place To Buy Groceries

Best Radio Station

Best Place To Go After Class

Name _______________________

Best Pizza

Best Place To Go On A First
Date

Best Place To Tan

Best Beer

Best Movie Rental Place

Best Place To Work Out

The Murray State News
c/o "Reader's Choice"
2609 University Station
Murray, Ky. 42071

Street Address_ _ _ _ _ __

Briefs compiled by Lori Burling. assistant college life editor.

City
State_ _ __
Zip Code._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Day Phone Number _ _ _ _ __
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David Bowie looks back in new CD

Friday, Oct. 8
• Cinema lnternatlonaJ -"School of Flesh" will be shown in the Curris Center Theater at 7:30 p.m.

Top 5 COs of the Week

Musicl?evieLl'

1. L.ive- "The Distance To
Here"
2. Creed - "Human Clay"
3. lnspectah Deck- "Uncontrolled Substance"
4. Misfits - "Famous Monsters"
5. David Bowie - "Hours"

Kyle Shadoan

David Bowie
'hours ...'
The man of a million faces
has changed his face yet again.
The man is David Bowie and
his new album 'hours...' seems
to be more of a personal statement.
Coming from a man who
released his first album "David
Bowie" in 1967 it seems he
wouldn't have much left to say.
Even more odd, after all this
time 'hours.. .' may be one of his
most personal albums.
In the past he would constantly reinvented his style
with characters such as Ziggy
Stardust.
He never put much of his personal life into his shows.
Instead, it was more of a per-

Music l?et-'ietl'

Saturday, Oct. 9
• Residential colleges - Springer-Franklin College tailgate party.
• Cinema International -"School of Flesh" will be shown in the Curris Center Theater at 7:30 p.m.

Top Country CP

Sunday, Oct. 10

Hank William, Jr.- "Stormy"
Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boutevard Music

Virgin Records America, Inc.

David Bowie changes h is style with each CD. T his CD portrays
Bowie's p~rsonality m o re than ones produced in years past.

formance art type of show that
involved dazzlingly outrageous
costumes and make-up.
On 'hours .. .' Bowie doesn't
create a new, fashioned clad
character full of new spunk.
His new character is himself.
With this album, he seems to

reflect back on his life in songs
such as "Thursday's Child,"
"Survive," "Seven" and "If I'm
Dreaming My Life."
He also reverts to his
younger years with his acoustic
guitar on several songs, much
like earlier albums.

But not all of his new songs
are laid back. On "What's Really Happening?" "The Pretty
Things Are Goirig To Hell" and
"If I'm Dreaming My Life"
Bowie still rocks out. The harder rock songs are like his '70s
music while still incorporating
his love for techno music.

David Bowie 'hours •..'
B+

f'JliSE.
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Monday, Oct. 11
• Bible Study - Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 12
• First half-semester courses end.

Wednesday, Oct. ~ 3
• Residential colleges - Springer-Franklin dinner, Winslow, 6 p.m.
• Second half-semester courses begin.
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 14
• Elections- Homecoming Queen elections, Currls Center, second
floor, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
• Greeks - Panhellenic meeting, 5 p.m.
• Cinema International -"Smoke Signals" will be shown in the Curris Center Theater at 7:30 p.m.
• Last day to enroll In any course taught only In second half of
semester.
• Academics - MSU Millennium Project Forum Series, "The Y2K
Crisis," Curris Center, Barkley Room, 12:30 p.m.

l;annibala
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•

• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Worship - A contemporary praise and worship service, church's
fellowship hall at 203 S. Fourth St., 8:30 to 9:15a.m.

•

To post information on the calendar~ phone 762-4480
or send a fax to 762-3175.
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AOII New Members:

We have loved our lives
with you. You are our shining
stars! Congratulations!
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Congratulations

I

:Jean !1-{iter

"lVMr HIHIInltWft l~t~~llf'ltnc~ So11rc~"

AUTO - HOME - BUSINESS - BONDS
Travel ersPropertyCasuaJtylll/fa.
A member ot

All our alp.ha loye, Nata fie, Stephanie,
Katt, AshleYt HoiiYt Rachel, & julia.

Chlgr~

J

for selection into

104 N. 41tl St.
P.O. Box 1394

753-3500

q

http:l~xoom.comlmcklnneytn•

The sisters of

Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate
our new initiates
Emily Baker
Kristy Belter
Jessica Carrico
Kim Carrico
Abigail Cronch
Kristen Dickey
Erin Diel
Jennifer Driskill
Megan Ferguson
Tabitha Folden
Amy Green
Jenny Hahn

Katie Kirby
Tara Koosak
Danielle Krena
Jamie Lee
Ashley McKnatt
Kim Morris
Christina Nappe.r
Janna Pogue
Holly Rudd
Katie Staples
Rebecca Vowels
Kristy Wilkinson

We know our "STARS" will shine bright!

OLSK

Kathleen Farrell,
MS, CCRN, C.S., ARNP
Acute Care Nurse Practitioner
205 South 8th St.
campus762-6661

office answering
•
sei"Vlce767-0004

beeper742-2836

emailkathleen.farrell@
murraystate.edu

''Lowest Rates In Town'' ,
Ford Authorized

Rental vehicles

.)
At least 2 t

cars to vans

Requirements
yean of age, valid driver's license.

"Major credit cants"
Local pickup avafla•Je

Parker l'ord J..incoln-Mercury
70t

Main st.

Downtown Murray
751 • 5271 Ask for w•d•
(
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International Panel speaks on domestic violence
By Lori Burlin g
Assistant College Life Editor
Did you know Indonesia has no laws against
domestic violence? Or when cadets are accused
of domestic violence in Panama's military system they immediately move down in rank?
These facts regarding domestic violence are
unknown to many students at Murray State, but
on Monday, they will have the opportunity to
learn more. In honor of October being Domestic
Violence Awareness Month. the Women's Center
has formed a panel of female students from
seven different countries to discuss domestic vio-

lence. The countries include the United States,
Panama, Norway, Germany, Indonesia, Mexico
and South Africa.
"I am so excited about working with this
panel," Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's
Center, said. "This is the first time we've had a
global perspective on domestic violence. This
way we have women speaking about their own
cultures and the problems of domestic violence
in those cultures."
The women have been preparing for the event
for several months in order to inform the public
of the facts regarding domestic violence in their
homelands, Etheridge said.

Don't look down!

"I've been looking up statistics on the
internet," Tone Lian, from Oslow, Norway,
said. "It's kind of hard to find some things
because domestic violence is so untolerated
in Norway. There are not many websites for
domestic violence so l've had to e-mail family and friends nnd make several calls home."
Etheridge said the Women's Center decided to have this panel for a multiple reasons.
"The most important reason for this is to
let student~ become aware of the problems of
domestic violence and that it does happen,"
she said. "Because we're doing it globally,
everyone on campus will benefit. But we also

have to let the international students
become aware of our laws to keep them safe
h ere, because as people will learn, laws
regarding domestic violence are very differ~
ent in other cultures."
The discussion, "G1obal Perspectives on
Domestic Violence," will be Oct. 11 from 7:30
to 8:30 p.m. in Ordway Hall's lobby. A recept ion will follow. Ether idge encourages faculty, s taff and students to attend.
"It's going to be very interesting,"
E t heridge said. "Anything we share will
probably be worth more than any of us
know."

Studying for first college exam
causes stress to many freshmen
By Krist a Matheny

tinies. As soon as it's over, students
Contributing Writer
..My teacher
walk out of the classroom with mixed
freaked us out
feelings.
It's test time.
"I was totally unprepared for
You took lecture notes, read the about how hard the the test," J oe Hahn, freshman from
chapters and completed the hometest was going to Evansville, said.
work. Now it is time to sec how much
be."
Others are not certajn about
you retained over the past several
how they did, and pray to the grading
weeks.
~EFF HUPPENTHAL, FREsHMAN gods to grant them an A. They wait
"Students are usually nervous
one week until the results come in.
about their first test, especially if - - - - - -- - - - - - The next class will either bring relief
they haven't had that particular professor before," or a case of depression.
"l was ecstatic because I had studied three weeks
Loetta Sills, study skills professor, said.
With the exception of the final, the first test of the and knew most of the material," Linda Chandler,
semester is perhaps the most dreaded and the most freshman from Mayfield, said.
anxiety-filled test of the class. Students find out
When class resumes and the professor hands back
exactly what their professor feels is important and the tests, students who did badly look over their miswhat is necessary to learn.
takes and try to think of a way to compensate next
time. Others are simply overjoyed.
'
"I was extremely nervous about my first test," Jon
Dixon, freshman from Owensboro, said. "I was really
"My teacher freaked us out about how hard the test
worri~d that I hadn't learned what I was supposed was going to be and it was totally easy," Jeff Hupto."
penthal, freshman from Eddyville, said.
Students can avoid pretest jitters. One way is to
When the time for the test comes up, students often take Murray State's study skills course.
fall into the pit of procrastination nnd wait until the
In t his class. students learn the imoortance of
day betore to cram.
studying weeks before the exam and how to 1mprove
"1 studied like four hours the night before my test, their time management. This applies especially to
and then I got up an hour and a half early the next first and second year students who are trying t.o get •
day to study, and the test wns nothing," freshman out of the procrastination vice.
Jess Adkins from Florence said.
Said Sills: "The purpose of the study skills course is
When test time finally arrives, and all students to give students the tools required to do well in their
must try tO take command of their scholastic des- classes."

Ryan Brooks/The News
~
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Sophomores Katherine Seaton, from Paducah, Laura Rubj, from Ofalton,
and BJ Pennington, from Mcleansboro, Ill., take a free ride offered by the
Murray Fire Department In observance of National Fire Prevention Week.
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Holiday Harvest '99

;4l lluz sll'"lu "6
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Feed the Families this Holiday Season!
W Q TV46 along with participating area grocery stores and Alpha

~UJ' .flbHI~t:bHillffJ.

Sigm a Alpha sorority are assisting the Murray/Calloway C ounty Need

sl.tJ~s etJuiJ 6~ ~tJIH •••

L ine this holiday season. Drop a can of non-perishable food in the
barrels located just past the checkout counter at•.•

D & T Foods
Food Giant
Kroger
Owens Market
Save-a-Lot
Wal-Mart

I
women's shoes and accessories

... t h e n ext time you ' re out shopping. You can also take donations to
the Alpha Sigma Alpha bouse, the C urris Center on-ca mpus, or the
Need Lin e food pantry on Poplar St reet in Murray. L et's make this

Monday - Saturday
9a.m.- 5:30p.m.

holiday season a happy one for all.

Southside Manor Shopping
605 S. 12th St.

Your Hometown Station!
www.q46.com

753-0300
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MSU student will receive crown
By Tiffany M. P ino

said she is also furnished with a
free apartment in Lexington
and a company car. Her crowning will be Oct. 15.
"It will be during the Miss
America gala in Lexington,
inside the Radisson Hotel at 7
in the evening," Moore said.
During this event the former
Miss Kentucky, now Miss
America, will pass the crown to
Moore.
"We are very happy for her,"
Moore's
mother,
Cynthia
Moore, said.
Shanna Moore said she is cUrrently staying in Lexington at
the home of her business manager, Marion Hudson. She also
said she is available for local
bookings.
"I don't think everyone is
aware that they can book me for
events," Moore said. "If they are
interested, all they need is to
contact my manager."
Moore said she plans to

Contributing Writer

Photo by laura Deaton/The News

Stephanie Fulton, senior from Louisville, and Louls Defreeze, sophomore from Bowling Green,
were among several students who camped out on campus to raise awareness for the homeless.

Sleeping under the stars
to support the homeless
By Marci Owen

Contributing Writer

Murray State students
gathered at a sleep-out on
cam pus last week to show
support and concern for the
homeless in America.
On Friday, Oct. 1, the
National Panhellenic Counci l sponsored the sleep-out
for s tudents t o learn about
the homeless. Students gathered in the Quad and
watched movies relating to
the homeless.
"Our focus was mainly to
allow the people who participated to experience one night
as a homeless person by
sleeping out from nine to

nine," said Kevin Raglin, a
Murray State student who
helped organize the sleepout. "And at the same time,
we accepted all monetary
donations, clothing donations and non-perishable
foods."
Raglin said they took the
donations to a homeless shelter in Paducah.
He said organizers of the
event had hoped for a bigger
turnout, but the weather
drove many students away.
..We had many people to
come through, watch the
movies a little, see it was cold
and decide they couldn't handle it," Raglin said.
He said about 20 people

actually stayed the whole
night.
Karsia Slaughter, a Murray State student who also
helped organize the event.
said while the night was a
learning experience, it did
not really replicate the
lifestyle of the homeless.
"We were out there talking
about how cold it was, but
imagine if it was raining or
snowing," Slaughter said.
"That was just one night for
us. Imagine a lifetime."
Raglin said they hope to
make this an annual event
and would like to try it again
next semester. He said he
hopes the weather permits
for a better turn out.

!i~uck
*Skateboards *T-Shirts *Multi-gauge Jewelry

FuL

Shanna Moore, a 21-year-old
Murray State senior from Marion, withdrew from classes two
weeks ago in order to begin her
year as the new Miss Kentucky.
Being Miss Kentucky isn't all
fun and games, Moore said, as
obtaining this title seems to
bombard her with many overwhelming responsibilities.
"It's a lot of work, but it's
very exciting," she said.
Employed by the Department
of Agriculture, Moore said she
will receive $3Q,OOO for her hectic schedule of appearances to
Kentucky schools. She said she
will lecture about the "No Ifs,
Ands or Buts" law, which states
no one under the age of 18 is
permitted to purchase tobacco
products.
Moore, a pre-med/ chemistry
major and member of AOII,

Photo submrtted by Shanna Moore
Shanna Moore, senior from
Marion, will take reign as Miss
Ke ntucky o n O ct. IS.

return to Murray State after
her reign to complete her
degree before enrolling in medical school.

Art majors paint mural for RC
By Rach el Kirk
Contributing Writer

Elizabeth College is about to
become more colorful with the
help of some art students.
The College is working with
the Organization of Murray
Art Students to create a mural
in Elizabeth's elevator lobby.
..It is a way for two organizations to help each other," Elizabeth College President Justin
Rouse said. "OMAS wants to
raise money and Elizabeth
wants something pleasing to

look at."
Resident Martha Patterson
agreed it is a good idea.
"It would definitely give us
something better to look at
besides a blank wall," she said.
About 20 OMAS members
will paint the mural Saturday.
It will be of an outdoor scene,
focusing on Elizabeth and its
amphitheater, Elesha Newberry, OMAS vice president of
fund-raising, said.
Newberry said OMAS has
been commissioned by Elizabeth College and will receive

$200.
"We hope to help out the art
department and get artists to
visit Murray with the money
we raise," she said.
Newberry said this is the
first mural OMAS has been
commissioned to paint, but
hopefully not the last. She said
Hart College may be next in
line for a mural.
"Right now, we are waiting
to be approved by Housing,"
Hart College President Margaret Byassee said.

on

CUTTl

Dixieland Shopping Center
759-0810
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

507 S. 121tl Sl - Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T. L. C.
for your car. truck. motor home.

17tft 5lnnua[

:Homecoming !l{un
:Friday, October 15 • 5 p.m.
5K Run Through Calllpus

..

• Cardio Theater

Large Aerobics Room
• Cardlo Klckboxing
• Cardlo Pump
·Steps
·Toning

$10 Entry Fee (includin g T-shirt)
For m ore inform ation or to sign up, come by
Intercollegiate Sports & Recreation,
on the first floor of Cu rr is Center.
Phone- 762-6791 or 762-4458

• Wellness Center
• Separate Workout Area
• Free 12 week personal fitness program
· Cardlo-welght Training Circuit

I

Prizes Awarded in Each Age
Division, Male & Female!

I
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Basketball coach
to speak at dinner

The thrill

Murray State Men's Bas,ketball
Head
Coach
Tevester Anderson will be
the featured speaker at the
National Association of
Purchasing Management's
bi-annual Buyer's/Seller's
Dinner Oct. 21 at 6 p.m. in
the Activity Building at
Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Anderson's topic is "Success Is a journey." For
more information and tickets, please contact Sam
McNeely, department of
Management and Marketing, at 762-6205.

of victory ...
(Left) Western players
Hayes Thomas, strong
safety, and Chris Price,
outside linebacker, raise
the glass-encased Red
Belt in exultation of their
victory over Murray
State. The Hilltoppers
reclaimed the trophy
which the Racers won
last year with their victory at Stewart Stadium.

... and the
agony of
defeat.

Alumni events set
for Homecoming
Murray State athletics
will host its two alumni
sport events, the People's
Bank-Racer Homecoming
Golf Tournament and
alumni baseball game next
week during Homecoming
festivities.
The golf tournament will
be at Miller Memorial Golf
Course on Friday. Tee
times are still available
from 8 to I 0 a.m. and
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. at I0minute intervals.
The tournament will
again be a four-person
scramble, with an entry
fee of $60 per person.
The alumni baseball
game will be held Saturday
at I0:30 a.m. at Reagan
Field.

(Bottom) Greg Miller,
junior placekicker, reacts
to the disappointment of
the heartbreaking Racer
defeat. Even though the
Racers lost, Miller con·
verted one of two field

WESTERN KENTUCKY
MURRAY STATE

SportLt:f.!,bl
Cheryl Graham,
Justin Fuente
Cheryl Graham and
Justin Fuente are in this
week's Racer Sportlight.
Graham, freshman from
Peachtree City, Ga., won
Flight C at the UTC Fall
Classic at Chattanooga,
Tenn., this weekend.
She
beat
UT-Chattanooga's Benita Smith, 63, 6-2 and Gretchen Misner 6-2, 6-3 to win.
Graham also teamed
with Gina Katona in doubles competition and
advanced to the semifinals
of Flight B doubles competition.
Fu~nte ,
senior fr.om
Tulsa, Okla.. completed 27
of 47 passes for 271 yards
and threw one touchdown
and one interception in
the Racers' 21-15 loss to
VVestern Kentuck~

Fastl:Ctct
UT-Martin perfect
vs. MSU on Oct. 9
UT-Martin is 3-0 all-time
against Murray State in
games played Oct. 9.
Those games were
played in 1971, 1976 and
1982.
Source: MSU Sports Information

J
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Hilltoppers reclaim
Red Belt with victory

. -

Briefs ore compiled by Joson
Billingsley, sports editor.

21

By Morgan Hardy
Assistant Sports Editor
As the assistant coaches
slumped against the dim tunnel of the Western Kentucky
visitor's locker room and the
players slowly spilled from the
showers after Saturday's 21-15
loss, senior wide receiver Joe
Perez summed it up best.
"Today, it came down to
straight execution," he said. "I
felt it was crucial for us to execute sometimes when we didn't.
"We showed up sometimes,
and the times we needed to be
there and come up big, we didn't," he said. "We're just going
to have to take this with us and
build on it."
The Racers, who led 12-7 at
halftime. \vere devoured by a
voracious Western defense in
the second half.
However, the offenses were
virtually mirror images of one
another.
The slashing, bewildering 1Bone offense ofWKU burnt the
Racers for 248 rushing yards
compared to 49 for Murray
State, 36 yards off the season

Avdrnge.
•ar:
The Racers were slightly
below average passing the football with 271 yards, and the
Hilltoppers threw for a meager
36 yards.
In the end, Murray State was
simply worn down by the
relentless 1-Bone attack. With
rushing threats from three
positions, the Racers were frequently led on a wild goose
chase for the rusher.
Two of the most costly dupes
resulted in the Hilltopper's
fullback sneaking in for touchdowns.
"That's not unusual at all for
option teams," Racer Head
Coach Denver Johnson said.
"Option teams grind away at
you and grind away at you. It
seems like late in the game you
can pop some of those."
Unfortunately in this game,
what the Racers did was far
less important than what they
did not do.
The offense, which kept Murray State afloat during the first
half, screeched to a halt in the
second.
Despite getting inside the
opponent's 20 yard line five

' mes, the Racers only managed two touchdowns and a
field goal.
One of these missed opportunities was the fateful fourthdown pass to wide receiver
Jason French, which slipped
through his fingers, along with
the coveted "Red Belt."
Special teams had a mixed
evening, with the kickoff
return team averaging 30-yard
returns, a full 15 yards over
the average.
Punter Brian Bivens averaged 41 yards per kick, but this
was marred by a shank punt
that gave WKU the ball on the
Racers' 41, setting up a Hilltopper touchdown run.
Unfortunately, MSU's placekicking did not share in the
special teams' success.
Greg Miller, junior placekicker, failed on an extra point
attempt and a 36-yard field
goal.
Miller, who was first team
All-OVC last year, was disappointed in his performance
despite the wet gral's field, the
first grass surface the Racers
have played on this yenr.
''I'm not going to blame any-

thing on the footing," Miiler
said. "I just kicked the ball bad.
A lot of guys were slipping
around, but anytime you play
on grass, that'll happen. You
can't blame it on that, you just
have to play on."
Both of Murray State's lines
had trouble throughout the
night.
The Racer defensive line was
stonewaJled by the Hilltopper
offensive line. The line recorded no sacks on the night and
rarely tackled for a loss. While
the Hilltoppers doubled the
Racers' rushing attempts 5221, Western lost only 13 yards
compared with MSU's 32 lost
rushing yards.
The offensive line gave up
two sacks for 18 yards and several late crushing hits to Justin
Fuente, Murray State's senior
quarterback and All-American
candidate.
"We did a pretty good job of
protection, considering all the
stuff they were coming at us
with," Fuente said. "They had a
bunch of guys lined up in there,
and they were twisting and
stunting and zone blitzing.
"It was just pretty tough on

those guys. T.lltly had to make a
lot of decisions real quick."
Perhaps the brightest spot of
the night was that the Racers,
now 0-3 on ihe road, return to
Murray for a three-game homestand.
"I'm looking forward to going
home," Fuente said. "I think
we've got to come together and
psyche it up. We've got to play
hard, and we've got to find out
how to win."
The loss, which dropped the
Racers to 1-3 overall and 1-1 in
the Ohio Valley Conference
standings, may have proven
fatal to the Racers' OVC Championship hopes.
~
WKU, now 3·0 in the OVC,
must los~ twice for Murray
St.ate to have an opportunity to
win the conference.
"We're no longer in control of
our destiny in the conference,"
Johnson said. "'We've got a big
challenge presented to us, and
hopefully we'll respond to it in
the right way.
Said Johnson: "We'll come
back with a workman's-like
attitude, try to find the flaws,
evaluate effectively and try to
remedy the situation."

Racers still alive for OVC title, but need fan support
You ffiay have thought about
going to Saturday's footbaJI
-game here vs. UT-Martin, but
then decided sipce the Racers
weren't going to win the conference, why bother going?
JASON
Shame on you! The Racers are
BILLINGSLEY
still alive for the Ohio Valley
Conference title and need your
help right now.
First, Tennessee State will
The Murray State fans v.ill
need to defeat Western Ken- need to show support for the
tucky this weekend, something Racers now more than ever, as
this is the first time in the DenI think will not be a problem .
ver
Johnson era the Racers
Second, another OVC team
have
been in danger of having a
will have to beat WKU somelosing
season.
time this season, a little
tougher, but very likely.
Let's not forget, only 15 more
Third, Murray State must points and the Racers would be
win its final five OVC games, 3-1, nationally ranked and in
including a trip to Tennessee first place in the OVC.
State on Nov. 13 to avenge last
The Murray State sports fans,
year's loss. This is obviously the especially the students, have
hard part.
shown a lack of interest in com-

ing out and supporting all the
Racer athletic teams in the last.
year.
Do you recall the number of
students who showed up to basketball games at Racer Arena or
who showed up to the football
games in 1997? I certainly do.
The only MSU sport 1 feel
that has a strong, loyal fan base
from both students and adults
is the volleyball team.
Many students from Regents
and White colleges come to support the Racer volleyball team
at every home game, because
the entire tenm lives in the two
colleges and the residents feel a
connection with their fellow volleyba11 residents.
The parents of the volleyball
players come in every chance
they can, even though .some
travel from as far away as

Texas and Colorado.
dent fans in the stands, which
Many Murray State faculty was only about 150 to 250 by
and staff can also be seen in the my count. To those students
bleachers at volleyball games.
who came, l would like to conBefore Wednesday's news gratulate you on showing your
conference with Racer Football dedication to the Racers.
Head Coach Denver Johnson,
I realize il was a road game,
the members of the media in but it is only a two-hour drive to
attendance started guessing at Bowling Green from Murray.
the total number of fans who De~pite getting lost on the way
would show up for Saturday's there, even I made it in two
game.
hours on the way back.
My guess of 7,500 was the
So, I am once again challenghighest of anyone there.
ing Murray State St\Jdents to
Our fan section at Western prove me wrong and show up in
Kentucky was also lower than force for Saturday's game and
usual for the huge regional next weekend's Homecoming
rivalry game that WKU is for game.
us.
Let's see if "Racer Pride" can
Of the about 9,000 fans in be brought back to the campus
attendance Saturday, I would of MSU once again.
say there were about 1,000
Racer fans.
Jason Billingsley is the sports
The bad numbers come when editor for "1'he Murray State
you estimate the number of stu- Ner1..'s."'

Spo~
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Racers prepare for crucial
contest against Skyhawks
By J a son Billingsley

"I told Mac McDaniel (associate
head coach) on the bus
Sports Editor
going to the stadium on SaturRacer Head Coach Denver day night I thought we were
Johnson and the Murray State going to play our fannies off,"
Racers have a lot of questions he said. "Everybody was
but no answers after Satur· focused, had a good look in
day's loss to Western Ken- their eye and their posture disposition was pretty good.
tucky.
"They had a little swagger to
"rm getting more help coaching than I really need," John- them," he said. "Everything
son said. "We have found our- emotionally was just where you
selves in a position as a football would want it to be:"
Johnson said he felt. if Mur·
team we really haven't been in
ray
State could get wins vs.
my tenure here. We're 1-3 and
struggling, we've had bumps in Southeast Missouri State at
our road in the past, but we home and WKU on the road
have never really been in this before the Racers' three-game
homestand, they would be in
position."
Johnson must answer why good position to contend for the
the team is struggling before Ohio Valley Conference title.
"I think because Tennessee
Saturday's game at home
against the Tennessee-Martin State is so much better than
Skyhawks, the first of a three- the rest of us right now, whoever wins the conference will
game homestand.
"Usually when you're strug- have to beat TSU," Johnson
gling, you've got guys missing said. "The rest of us right now
curfew, being late for the bus, are fairly equitable. I don't
being late for pre-game meals think a team can have two lossand other things like that," he es at the end of the year and
said. "We ain't got none of that. expect to win this thing.

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

Monday Night Football
Draft

$1

during G1ma Time

No Minors after 8:30 p.m. Thltrtd1y

13
1

M~ llec

"I don't think two teams can
beat Tennessee State this season," he said. "But they can be
beat.
"If we can win out the rest of
our schedule, we have a shot at
it, but we have to start winning
conference games," he said. "I
think Saturday's game is a
must-win in that regard."
The Racers lost a key defensive player in linebacker Chris
Ramseur because of a separated shoulder in the Western
game. Ramseur will be out for
Saturday's game and possibly
the rest of the season.
Murray State will try to
erase the demons of last year's
near upset at Homecoming at
the hands of UT-Martin.
Last year, Murray State gave
up a 34-7 halftime lead to barely hold on for a 47-35 victory
after the Skyhawks outscored
the Racers 28-13 in the second
half.
Kickoff for Saturday's game
will be at 6 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

touth of Murray

12 1 South on StGtellne next to StGtellne Lottery

TO

37·24
Atlanta at New Orleans
San Francisco ai St. Louis
Chicago at Minnesota
New England at Kansa.~ City
Cincinnati at Cleveland
Dallas at Philadelphia
Pittsburgh at Buffalo
San Diego at Detroit
N.Y. Giants at Ari10na
Denver at Oakland
Baltimore at Tennessee
Miami at lndianaPQlis
Tampa Bay at Green Bay
Jacksonville at N.Y. Je-ts---~~---

U.T. Martin at MSU

37-24
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Minnesota
New England
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St. Louis
Minnesota
New England
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DallaS
Buffalo

New Orleans
St. Louis
Minnesota
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Oakland

Green Bay
Jacksonville

Tennessee
Miami
Green Bay
Jacksonville

New Orleans
St. Louis
Chicago
New England
Cleveland
Dallas
Buffalo
Detroit
AriLona
Oakland
Tennessee
Miami
Green Bay
Jacksonville

MSU

MSU

MSU

MSU

Buffalo
Detroit

~~-----

Brian Howell/ The News

AIA
The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate
Brooke Schorck & Martha Fraier
for their acceptance into

Omicron Delta Kappa
Honorary Leadership Society.
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Volleyball splits matches against Tennessee Tech, MTSU
By Joe Dan Dacus

15-10.
MSU went into t he break
with a two games to none lead,
Murray State's Women's Vol- but it didn't last long. In the
leyball Team was in action last third game, Tech team started
weekend against OVC foes by running up a 4-1 lead over
Tennessee Tech and Middle the Racers. At that point, Tech
Tennessee State University. coach Jennie Gilbert received a
MSU defeated Tech three yellow card for comments to the
games to two before falling to referee. It only motivated her
'MTSU two games to three.
team to a 10-2 lead. Racers
The Racers started quickly in scored only three more points
game one as they took the lead as Tech took game three 10-5.
3-0. Tech then took control of
MSU took a 2-1 lead against
the game and ran the score to Tech early in the fourth game,
8-7. During the next run, but it was not to last. Tech took
Tech's time outs couldn't slow a 3-2 lead and laid it on, winMSU's attack, as the Racers ning game four 15-3.
added four more to take game
In game five, it was do or die
one with a score of 15-11.
for both teams. MSU took an
Tech also fell in the second early 4-1 lead, but was quickly
game. Tech scored the first two overcome and lost the lead to
points of the game only to Tech at 6-5. Then the detenniwatch MSU come back to take a nation of the Racers kicked in
5-2 lead. Tech then called a and they rolled the score up to
timeout to regroup. After the 14-10. Tech came back to score
stop in play, the Golden Eagles three more points but it was too
returned to score five unan- late as the Racers scored and
swered points to take the lead, won game five with a final
7-5. Tech held the lead until it score of 15-13 and the match
led 8-7, when the Racers finally three games to two.
kicked in. Murray State took
Senior Sarah Ernst led the
the lead with three consecutive attack for MSU with 23 kills,
points making the score 10-8 aided by senior Mica Wojinski's
a nd never looked back. The 48 assists. Senior Rachel Kulp
Racers won the second game led the defensive effort with 21

Staff Writer

defensive digs.
"I feel we've been underestimated," Wojinski said. "No one
can stop us when we play as a
team."
MSU Coach David Schwepker said the crowd was the driving force behind the win.
"The crowd was awesome,"
Schwepkcr said. "They'r e fan.
tastic for intense games like
this."
The Racers then set their
sights on MTSU Saturday.
MTSU is known for its size this
season, having seven players
who are more than six feet tall.
MTSU started strong, running th e score up to ll-0 before
the Racers an swered. MTSU
rolled to a 15-2 victory in game
one.
MSU took the early lead 3-0
in the second game and fought
point for point holding the lead
at 5-4. After that, MTSU took
over with eight una nswered
points to make the score 12-5.
The Racers managed only one
more point as MTSU went on to
win game two 15-6.
MSU came back from the
break in t he same situation as
Tech had been in the night
befor e. MSU star ted slowly,
eventua lly tying MTSU at five.

The Racers fi nally broke out
and ran to 13-6, going on to win
game three 15-9.
Still facing elimination, the
Racers started with a 3-0 lead
in game four before MTSU tied
t he game at four. The two
teams traded points until the
Racers broke away to make the
scor e 10-7. Middle closed to
within 14-13, but MSU held on
to win game four 15-13.
Th e Racers started out game
five strong, taking a early 7-4
lead. The Racers then added
four una nswered points mak·
ing the score 11-7. MTSU was
down, but not out. It went on to
ta ke control a nd tie the game at
14. With the score tied at 14,
MTSU made one shot and
blocked another to score the
two points needed to win the
ga me and the match .
Kulp had 17 kills along with
16 from Ernst. They were aided
by 41 assists from Wojinski
and 15 defensive digs by junior
Rachael Neighbors.
This loss gave MSU a 4-3
OVC recor d a nd an 8-6 overall
record. The Racers will travel
to Tennessee State to play Friday and return home to Murray
to play OVC leader Austin Peay
Tuesday.
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Fresh
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Weekly

Only Place to Find
Gator, Steaks 8c:
Burgers, Oysters,
& even Lobster!
1 mD~(!a$): or P~riS
L:andlng Brjdge on the right.
(931 )232-3098

Photo s by Laura Deaton
T o p: Rose Dalton,
freshman , smacks a
volley against Tennessee Tech.
Left: Rachel Kulp kills a
Te nnessee Tech slam
In the Racers• five 1
game victory.
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Do you have a drawer full of makeup
that just wasn't right for you?

Fast
No Appointment
No Name
Confidential

·*Now is your chance to bring in your old makeup
& let us give you a new fall look with
AVEDA's™Fall Collection.

•Bring In your old blushes, shadows, afc.
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Murray State University Campus
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For Information 753·3381
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Rugby squads split contests
By Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer

The hard-hitting rugby action
this past weekend saw Murray
State University gain a split.
The women's team fell to Western Kentucky, while the men's
team crushed Eastern Kentucky.
The women's team started
slow in the first half. WKU
seemed to be too fast and used
their speed to score twice in the
first half. They went into halftime with the score 10-0 in
favor of Western.
The women were determined
to come back out and give it
their all. Raquel Reinhardt
scored for the women and made
the score 10-5. Unfortunately,

WKU dug in and scored to
make the final score 15-5.
"They came back from halftime and played good rugby,"
Women's Coach Paul Darral
said.
"I think we played well,"
Reinhardt said. "We had a
strong game in the second half."
Reinhardt also stated the
women's team was in the
process of rebuilding after losing severa1 players from last
year.
The men's game was a
blowout. Fred McGrath scored
a try first for MSU, and his
teammates followed. Paul Darral, .J.J. Haney and Pat
Schwartzkopf also scored to
give MSU a 20-0 lead at the

half.
The men's team did not give
up after the half. Justin French
and Brian McBee scored to give
the game its final score of 30-0.
"We made a big improvement,
and we played much better
defense," Darral said. "'We
played solid."
The men's team will travel to
St. Louis to face Washington
University this weekend.

(Right) Kelly Hall and Codie
Be nnett attempt to catch a
m e mber of Western Kent ucky's t eam in Saturday's
women's rugby 15-5 loss.
Laura Oea!on/The News
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Sunset Boulevard Music

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
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Towns arrested on possession
of marijuana, assault charges

WB

CHICKEN

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1
~an

idea.
"My parents live about a block
away, and there was a chicken in
their yard right before the chicken
arrived here," Hutson said. "They
haven't seen the chicken since."
Despite the mystery surrounding
the chicken, it looks like the bird
may just be here to stay, at home in
Alexander's yard. Does the student
body embrace the newfound "pet" or
is it simply a hindrance to their
studies?
Hilary Dew, freshman from Paducah, expressed strong feelings about
the matter.
"I think the chicken should be the
new mascot," Dew said. "No one
ever sees that dumb horse anyway."
The issue of domesticating the
chicken provokes another, more
pressing question from the opposite
end of the s pectrum: Will business
at eateries in Murray fluctuate ,
because of the arrival of the chicken?
Kentucky Fried Chicken employee D.J. Kelley, junior from Mobile,
Ala. , said that question will be
answered according to. how people
feel about the fowl.
"It depends on how the chicken is
perceived," Kelley said. "If the
chicken is mean to people, they
might want to eat its brethren. If
the chicken · is sweet and nice,
they'll want to eat more burgers,
causing the business at Sonic and
Hardee's to rise."
Apparently, politeness isn't the
only factor.
"It also depends on whether it is a ··
rooster or a hen," Kelley said. "If it :
is a female and it lays eggs, people ·.
are more likely to be partial to the ·
chicken, causing the business at
KFC to go down...

has more wrestling on the show than the Monday night
· shows," Lucas Launius, junior from McLeansboro, Ill.,
said.
·
Vice President of Student Affairs Don Robertson said the
changes will have an effect on his family.
"My son will be very upset with the news because he
watches more of that wrestling than I would want him to,..
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said.
Stan Marinoff, station manager for the Universityowned WQTV-49 ~ said there is a possibility the station
may become an UPN affiliate.
"It's too early to tell, but we would like to talk with UPN
about possibly becoming an affiliate after their deal with
WDKA runs out in April," Marinoff said. "To my knowledge, they only show programs Monday through-Friday
and that would work out well for us. It would be nice to be
the only source of UPN programming for this area.
"The only question for us is the WWF pr ogram," he said.
"Even though it is really popular right now, I have some
questions about the content of the WWF. We would have to
examine whether or not we would choose to carry the WWF
if we took up UPN as our affiliate."
For questions about WDKA's schedule for WB shows, call
1-800-455-5274 or go to their website at www.upn49wdkatv.com.
·

•Arrest: Marlon Towns, a member of the
Murray' State basketball team, was
lodged in the Calloway County Jail
Wednesday night.
By C.D. Bradley

Copy Editor and

Jason Billingsley

Sports Editor

Marlon R. Towns, the starting shooting guard
for the Racer basketball team last season, was
arrested Wednesday night and charged with
assault and possession of marijuana, according
to t he Murr ay Police Department.
Captain Bobby Holmes said police responded
to an open 911 line at 502A Northwood Dr.
shortly before 11 p.m. Wednesday. The dispatcher could hear screaming and items being broken,
according to the cit ation. When officers arrived,
they arrested Towns, 22, of Memphis, Tenn. He
was ch arged with fourth degree assault, a
domestic violence ch arge because h e and the victim lived together, as well as possession of marijuana under eight ounces, both class A misdemeanors.
Towns was taken to the Calloway County J'ail,
where he remained Thursday in lieu of a $1,000
cash bond with the stipulation that he h ave no
contact with the complaining witness, Stephanie
Pitman, his live-in girlfriend.
P itman told police th at Towns grabbed h er by
the arms, threw her on the bed and then pushed
her down, according to the citation. She complained of pain in her arm but refused medical
attention.
It was unclear Thurs day how the charges
would affect Towns' senior basketball season.
Coach Tevester Anderson said he still knew little about the incident.
"All I know is th at Towns called one of the
coaches last n ight and told h im that h e had been
picked up by Murray police," Anderson said. <~He
is still a part of the team. He is innocent until
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BAND
Barry lo hnson/G uest

Hurray State senior guard Marton Towns from
Memphis was arrested late Wednesday night
after police responded to a 91 I call.

proven guilty. If he is proven guilty, we will deal
with the sit uation as it arises.
"The first thing I did when I heard the news
was call Marlon's parents, but they were at
work. I'm sure I will get a hold of them tonight
(Thursday) and I want t o inform them of the situation."
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison was out of
town on personal business Thursday and was
unavailable for comment.
Towns was the team's fifth leading scorer last
season, aver aging 8.4 points per game.

Continued From Page 1
The Hoosier Daddy recorded its only album, titled "Live
At The Lodge," at the Pike Lodge this summer.
"We were just sitting around one evening, and we figured
out how to hook up the equipment," McDaniel said. "We
didn't know it was going to end up being a CD."
McDaniel said their album has not been released yet, as
it was just a project a friend did for them.
The album includes guest appearances by fiddler Clayton
Campbell on the songs "Ants Marching" and "The Devil
Went Down To Georgia...
Hoosier Daddy will be playing Oct. 23 at The Big Apple
Cafe in Puryear, Tenn., the band's second trip there this
semester.
Said McDaniel: "With bands like us, Dog's Mercury and
Monkeyfinger (Jocal bands), it's good to see live music
becoming popular again."
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<"""

J.\""'

W\\oW h,~:tlll.tnc.lc.•xrn.·-......n)JJ I F.OF
liO~IE~I At..FH~ ICIWI'I ES

Uw worh
ni~•· l.unolic~ 111 l><"llllii•JI hnll1<''· 11ntit·s
indudc dcJnon)l, L111ndrv, ·"'"'!: <"<M•k·
illll· Sal.ll)' tu .'>4il.li(Kl ;_.,,dl (11-i.X,i'l-

+.i~7.

l'mlt:,.,,ion~l

Dmnc.,lll'

s..,,, ;..-..,,

wv.w, pn>IC,"c~1aldc>!nc.-.tk... t'<>lll
DRIVER~.

OWNliR Oi'l!RAl'ORS. Nn
pt!rflln!I:OIIW h<>I'IUS, Oil ru.-J f.<IX
H h.tr~h·••·k,, lu~ne. \'o!:o:kt:nc.fl., ull Ull<·
fl.otd>cd mile,, kl '"ncs pc!r 11)1k.•;
pl.1nii<.'<J IM•·kh.>uls L & N To"l1~f'l'll1ll
llon In<·.. Lou iwllk, 1\Y Rl~Hi:\2·-1132.
t:XIUW,

llRIVF.R. ""nrany driv~' ~nd ownt:r
opcnuo..,, C:tll tc>tb~ :u)d :r-k :.hour uur
1'\r..-ac II~" l'OII1f><'ll.'~'lon and l)ollll>
JM<:k;c!lc"! Hoyo,l lire" HOO·'i43-ll9l::l
cOO's callllOO-(d.H:I77l. flOE.
A'lii!NTlON TRl'CK !>RIVERS! No
"""fl<'ri<:nt:c """'lt!tl-C. I).L lruinmR pm·
Vldl.'d! f;&fn up tn $'J71l 1l W<.'t'k. No
c:nlploynwl'll c·onu•Jc1! W<' 11<'<-'<1 Ken
tuo.:ky rr:unt:"" .1nd cxprric:nc.-<1 c.lri'""
&1Pwl llO()..(,I6-"i0'\'i
1)1<1\T R. l'i'~Pf!RIENCI'l> I>RrVERS·
M!\l'l •on honu~~ C.cl!llf"!lrl)l tlriv.. ,..,
up lo .We- :1 m!lc, ""'l)lnt·c.l (onwnrinn·
:rl' ()0·,.1!2~ ' milt:, p:ck.l fud W'<e:>.
fii.IU:>~!j'>l:nlUI~;, t.<:n,.down lt.':L-..: llflli<llt
l'rolin<' C..lrnt:n.. H()ll·.l77-{l'i4(>,
~ 1 ,01~)

IN~liRANCF. SAlE." KEI'Rfi.-;f!NTATIYES
Tll't.-d ol pn"pc:ccin)t' l)i"<·our:lt~<'<-1 hy
<';Ill huo.:~s~ Want to i'k:: a p;ut c~ :1 >ystt'lll
1hu1 ldi1111n:uc• h<Mh! llyn.unit yuun):t
<'>lllfi'"'Y o il<.-"': llcJith h~:ncllts, tr:l inIOJ.I I' hl)lh c'll\llllll\>1<111'; 1'10 l~>fti ~aflh'!(
C:oll Rllh Taylor, 1>11!1!-..}lO·;SHl ,\1onchy
thru 1'nd1y lnr IWI'M>n.ol local lntcrvlt:w.

STAR1 YOl R OWN 11USINESS1 ~~ ynu r
own ...:hc<lulc. Cnncrnl your n w n
IIKttll'<' ~·II l'n>m }' " " hnmc:. ac w m k ,
chmu!(h fun<.lrao>c:r.... lk ;1n A'·cm Rcprc.-.
-..,ntaliv<'. Cu ll 1!~94l·4U<;3.

Rchi!(cr:tl<.-d H:rulln!(. C.;!ll toll ' "'" 1!7 7·
.!1\J-h:\93 'i<lln utivcr., and "'"'"":t"r.'
I>RIVFR , INEXI'P.Rtr.NCEm LA." m to l1<:
.>n Ol'R ['tn>lc"iunal from ;1 cnp l.':&nicr
, (;r~aC.p;ry, ~:xr:<rull\<'·>tyk h<'ndll>< .;111<l
<.·ctnwnt«mai<.-.IUiflllll.'nt. Callcnday! U.S.
X11re"' liAA·9:l<~33.ill.
t>RIVER HOM!! EVERY WEEI\ENI>. 97')io
no 1<>111. h Cotn('l;ony t:~p . ..wn up tu .B<
~ mile (l ndu(.!cs O:S lxml.l,.). Fret: ln.,ur·
ancc~. 4111); rt:&lrenlt:nt. Ownt:r O pc!m·
tor· .lllot :1 nult: (VEl On d udc" .n2
hom•~>. Pa id Liah1lity/Car~n In~. f>;old
fud taXt:'N. O('l{inn;ot lnsur:ml't.'S .wa ibhlt:.
Paid ru iV,<::tlt: rewlpt,. Qualify lor oncnl:illon In 2 hour,.;. f.PES Tr'.u\sp<lrt HOO·
'l~H-(>7()(>. www .t.-pcstrJnron.c:um
[)RIVER ANI> OWNF.RIOPERATORS.
Nce\k'<.l wrth Oall~ed c xpc!ri.,nw ln run
che Suuthc-Jst, Hu111c Wt'~kcnd•. Temu·
nal f"!'Y· Grc.-Jt hc:nt:fll p:ll:k:t)l<:. C.:~ II w..~
lx>rn l'rJMflOII, liOQ..!ibl-<>4')2 .:xt. ~2.
!)RIVERS
liS
TrtJ(kin!VLand ,car
l.r~un0S2'100 .'io)lll-iln honu~. ro:j(iunal
:n1<.1 foeti nms Startin)l p;oy .z9-:.t~ wnt•
>cr mile + ll(>nu,;.,s Gn:al hcndit' &
>o mc w.,.,k.-n..ls. O wner opcr:unl'l! wd·
lOIIIc. liOC.).I;.lli-H.Hil t:.<C. l'i.

l

HF.COME A MF.n!C.Al TRANSCRIPTION·
1ST Oppwtun&Cy to work :Jl hom~: or m
n tlkt• l)'f'lll)l tnr <.h><tor... ~lnme •ludy,
I'II.'C lih:r':IIUI\!. I'.CI>.I.. All:ll\1:1, G\.'UI'j(i:&.
llll(l-3<'>2·711";'0, D••t)t YYL742.

TRAVEL

h•:nd ns Call ll()().4+l4'><i4!!.

IIROW'il! !CPT.t:OM l<•r SprlnM llr~::1k
·1c~•l" Alllk">tmutlcm., olf~red. Tnp (XIfl~<'lpams. Studcnt Orjlo' & Carnpu~ R.-p.~
w~ ntcJ. 1':1h ulou' ['t:tRit:,, hotels &
pn<c~. C:tll 1nlt:I'·Calllf1US ll00-.:\27..(>()13.

f)fU\'f It~ •.'l.udtmts """""d, C. D.l. tr:11n•
in!( prov1~t....L h11lllt:dl:otc: t:l11flloymt:nt!
lkndiu,, l'l~rn:mcnt, up 111 ·ml\. You pKk
cto.. l'tnployo::r, nu t:mplnymem m mr:.1c1.
Crll nnwl HW-Il-il..(>71>0

I!.ARLY Sl'RING 1\RJ!.Af\ Sp~dul'! Hcrham;&s
P;uty
5 ;.lay:; S279< lndutk.'l! n'll~'it
mc:af,,! AW..stllll<' hc:at:h~.,.. Nl!!lnt.ti:! P..&nl\111U City, l ~yt< >na, South 1-lco:lt· h, Fln rk b
Sl .!91 ~pnn~<thn::aktrJvt:i .t~lm l·t!OO-Ci7A-

DR IVER , Cnwnant TrJil.'f'l''n $1,000
~I!(O-<m hc>m" lm "'' P· n)ITIIMO)' tlrhcrs,
MtKl·-i+l-13Q·I, Owner O(l<:t:!ICII', Call
tiAA..(>f>7·J72') Hu<.l Mt:ycr Trudo: Unt.'S

C.ANCCN & JAMAICA Spnng Hrt:ak Sfl<"
lial...: 7 N>)4hts Air, Hu rd. F~ Mt:al,,
l>nnk• lmmS.\9l)! 1 of 1'1 Mnall hu"""·"""'

I IRIVEib, ovcr lite r<t.td. ~'i .rae~. f lat
wllh "<.It", l:olc 111<)(.kl c<>nv~'rltinn:rb 3
y...ars cxpc!ro<'ll(<' Stan .H r •..'lllC milt: +

en,,,....,

n3R6.

''-'"''llni:«.'(i li1r Ullhl:lndlnl\ t..1hk,.l spnn11·
hn.,lkloull\:1,1.1»11 1-Ht'X).{>7!j.(>;IH6.
,SKI 20\~l & MIIJ.ENN!UM Flt:>l;t, C'Jt'><tc<l
Rullc J:&n. }-1! 'canin)l ac $319 C'lnv.l.
Nuw

y,,,l'lo' Inc rlliiUIY

Mt!l<i<.u f'o# 1W·....

1).-(. 211 1'\nt•l and Jon. 2 ((lilt•> lluok
No w! Hllll)..TO ! IR-11!->A, "'ww.~rud.:nt·
t: Xf1~>.~1tlll

SPRIN!I HRI;AK 2UCJt\. 1'1.1\N NOW! C:1n·
u m, Maz;rllun, Al·ap ulcn , Jam:oi\.'01 & S.
Paclrt: Rdi:rh lt: 1WA lli)lhL~. Amcrio'•
l>t'M prot..,; & p:rckaJ.IC!'o. Hook now and
~AVEl C:lm~" I'Cf'l.' wanl<'tl - t:an1 FREE
trrps 1 ~-~URf'S.UI', www.studcntex·

flTt"''"'"'ll1.
ACT NOWl Get

tho:

hc:'t

SPIUNG
C.tnt:un,
j :un:uca, 1\;lha m:L,, A~:lflulnl, Flnrk.l:r, &
MJrdi GrJ:<. R.-p., n.:t:tlc.:c.l. Tr.rvd fr«,

BREAK PRICES! S.lUth
E~m

f>:~dre.

$SS GROlJP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+

I..H0\).1!3H-!!20:1

WW'W .I<:I'Uft(<>lli'M'IIIIl,

TENN!;S.'\EE LAKE 1\ARtoAIN 3 at-re-.
with huac slip ~2:4 ,91)(). lkaurlhrll y
W()(lUt..-d, Sfl'.'\.1;11.'li1Ut Vlt:WI>. Wllh ;U~<'<'"-'
to ~ryNtol d e ar mtn lak<'·nc~c co Ill hnlc
!(Clll L'OllN:I P:~vt:tl l'u:td.,, urrht lt'~. soil:.
lt'stt:tl Low, low ronundnJl. C:JII LMS

The Murray State
News
Advertising Dept.
could ute your
talent!

I!(X)-704-jl~-i C\1 ()c).< I.

MOilli.E HO ME LO ANS ~% Jnwn, rdl·
nannn)lf~~(UIIY lc tun,,, f'rt'C S<. l!c:r" k!l
Lund nr home l<xcn.~. Rcpn :~ntl "'"'"'"'
ahlt: lo"ns. Gn:cn TI'\.'C f'inancral . IIO!l·
l2J-Il2!U.

Gf!T MARRIED, linmky Mounu11n.~. :&reus
"'"'' heatl!lful ~.:h:rpds, ordaoncu nunist~n-, t."(>n\pl~t~ urr.tnJ(Cil\~nL,, hnncymnun!Camily <·:thins, h~'c!>!lhCukinJl views.
W~uJinl( arr:m!(cm~nls llOtl-1\95-7274
V:rcaunn ludgh1!(. HCI(H').~·~H 14.
A HEAllTiflfl. CANI>LELIGHT, Old·
F~shi<ll'!<.-d Wt:ddln!( Ch:lt'>l:1 nwrfnnkinl(
rivt:r, Smoky Mc>unwtn>, TN. Hur,.cdr:lwn t';ll'rllljlt:, cabin.,, j(ICUU.I, ctt~kunt!tl
ministers, no '""~'· Hr:artl•u1<.1 !IIJ0.4-Pi·
M97
<VOWSI.
hnp://www,hcan ·
la ndwec.ldin!(.l'lltTJ

Volunteers ere needed to
layout edt for the weekly
pt,er. Experience In Qutrk Is
helpful , but NOT neussery.
Will treln.

If Interested stop hy
111 Wilson Hall or
• cell 762-4478.

-----,
1~---------------**tiC~rlc•l•tt Artltl ti-*"k •
1
(jl)Q() (Qf fwnclrar;;.er~, '"C.
l
I
CJa/1 for nowly "*'
:
I ']el'IYII/er ·]ones ?59 -8187 ;

Atk for Juhe

L-------------- -------~

Hungry For Something Different to Eat?

Gloria's World
Village Foods
(across from Pogue Library)

Has something unique, delicious and nutritious for everyone!
• International Drinks, Snacks and Groceries

• American and Ethnic Daily Specials
Cafe Lunch Hours: 11 a.m. · 2 p.m.
Cafe Diner Hours: 5 - 8 p.m.
Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. · 6 p.m.

Starting this Monday, Oct. 11,
Gloria will be serving breakfast from 7-10 a.m.

;

;- u;;----=
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~~
Shop Murray's Pier 1 This
Weekend For Their Annual

S'J·D E'WAL
Shop Early for

SALE

. Homecoming
and

SAVE
20o/o • 75%
On Entire Store!

Outsille•••
You"ll Find AU Merchandise On
Our SldeW'alks Reduced

Up To

50

~

lnsille•••
Come by and see
""The Sak''Collection
Formal shoes
and party
bags
available.

You"ll Find Selected Furniture
And Accessories Reduced

UpTo

20~

Hours:

MontJay-Friday
lOa.m.- 5p.m.
Saturddy
lOa.m. - 4p.m.

.

University Plaza • Chestnut Street
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 -6

·Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6

......... unt's Annual
tSale

~,..

....

..

f

Sat. 9-5 Sun. 1

1-5
Sunday

